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ADVERTISEMENT.

Hav ING brought this Introduftion to Harmony before that

awful Tribunal, the Public, without firft fubmitting it to the infpec-

tion of a judicious friend, I fhall doubtlefs merit fevere corre6lion

from the Critic; but as my attempt has been rather to write a ufeful

Book, than a learned Work, I truft that he will not break a Butterfly

upon the wheelfor not being able to foar with the wings of an Eagle.

It may be difficult to juftify a breach of promife : yet I flatter

myfelf that the fubjoined reafons will be accepted by many of my
Readers as an apology for delaying the pubhcation to the prefent

moment.

I. I had little chance of pleaiing others before I had pleafed

myfelf.

II. I have firmly refufed to receive any money prior to the deli-

very of the Book,



ADVERTISEMENT,

III. The various duties of my profeflion would not permit me to

devote my whole time and attention to this obje6l*; and I have

written many of the following pages during the ftill hours of the

night, that I might not miflead the unwary by hafty negligence.

The Reader will perceive that I have endeavoured to place the

Precept and Example as nearly to each other as poflible throughout

the whole of the Work : and I am much beholden to the patient

merit of Mr. Davifon, the Printer, and of Mr. Caulfield, the Engraver,

for adding feveral annotations after the proofs were reviewed, which

unexpe6led additions have unavoidably crowded feveral of the pages.

* Other Works have been long announced for publication, which, for the good of fcienccj

I hope will be better than any of mine, viz. An Introdu£lion to Mufical Compofition, by 4

fcientific German ; and a Mufical Dictionary by an Englifhman, who has genius to inventj

judgment to difcriminate, and materials to collect from.
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INTRODUCTION to HARMONY.

From Harmony, from Heav'nly Harmony

This universal Frame began ;

From Harmony to Harmony,

Through all the compass of the notes it ran.

The Diapason closing full in Man. Dryden.

Musical harmony is produced by uniting sounds to

melody, in a manner agreeable to the ear, and conformable

to the rules of art ; which we shall attempt to give, in a

plain manner, in this introduction, and begin with that scale

which proceeds by tones and semitones, it being the most

simple, as well as #the most natural, and is written by the.

Moderns thus

:

SCALE.
Ascend-

ing.

Descend-

—
f—1—,

—

i

C D E F

e—
G A

—e—
B C

C B A

—e

—

G
— e—!—o—FED -e-

C (A.)

D is a tone higher in pitch than C ; E is the same above

D 'y but F is only a major-semitone above E ; G is a tone

(a) An old author aptly remark*, that seven notes, or sounds, produce all that charming
variety of harmony which the world admires. And though a man should compose an
hundred thousand songs, tunes, and divisions, yet these seven notes still are the foundation
on which he builds ; so that to every lesson, song, or division, they must be repeated.

B
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above F ; A is a tone above G ; B is a tone above A ; but

C is only a major-semitone above B(a).

The proportion which one note bears to another, is denot-

ed by figures in thorough Bass ; and as keyed instruments are

so much cultivated in Britain, a few concise rules for that

accompaniment, interwoven with the examples of harmony,

will certainly prove acceptable. And for the instruction of

the very young performer, we will begin by placing C below

the Diatonic (b) scale, which will give us the intervals of the

2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th (or octave).

EXAMPLE.
-

'

—e

—

1
— —

1

—e

—

Unison

-e-

2d

-e-
3d-

-e-
4th

-e-
5th

-e-
6th 7 th

-e-
8th

-e-

i

(a) To explain the difFerence between a major and minor semitone here, would perplex

the beginner, therefore we will reserve it for a later part of the work. The three first notes

of the scale follow each other so agreeably, and are so easy to perform, either with a

voice or an instrument, that some of our readers will imagine we might have proceeded

regularly to the octave by whole tones ; but were we to place a sharp to F, G, A, and B, thus,

^'""T^—ryzrrri-—-—3 (which would raise them to a whole tone above each other), we
^^^^^-f-«eH^~'^P-t^^ -I should untune nature,so as to render her harsh and disagreeable ;

and in order to enforce this matter, we shall subjoin a quotation from the great Bacon:—" After every three whole notes, nature requireth for all harmonical use, one half note to

be interposed."

(b) Although I promised, in my Prospectus, to use as few technical terms as possible, I

hope I shall not be censured for calling the eight notes, which proceed by tones and semitones,

the Diatonic Scale, and the distance between any two notes, differing in acuteness and

gravity, an Interval, as it is difficult to treat of an art, without using some of the terms of

that art ;
but, throughout the whole of this work, the aim will be at perspicuous brevity ;

and, as all who have harmonious souls, leisure, and understanding, are fond of poetry, I shall,

as often as possible, strengthen the musical definitions by allusive poetical selections, hoping,

by this auxiliary, to stamp a pleasing and lasting impression upon the memory of the general

reader, if he should be inclined to study any musical article from this book.
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Having named the simple intervals numerically and

alphabetically, w^hich the natural scale gives us to the key

note, we shall now proceed to the Compound Infervals, and

begin with that concord which is produced by adding a

major third and perfect fifth above C,
q

called in

England the common chord, and into whatever position you

place C, E, and G, so that you use C for the bass (or

lowest note), the chord still retains its name of the common

chord, to C, with a major third : by adding an eighth above

the bass, to the chord, you have the appearance of four parts

;

but if you set E for the bass,

to the same notes which compose

the common chord of C, it then

o
r-

—e

—

^ U ... ^

companK

octave

;

o- o—
and if you use G for the bass, it is '^^g:

then transformed into a chord con-
<i

sistingof a fourth, sixth, and octave. ^ O
-e-

XX XT

The above examples must clearly prove, that E, when

(a) speculative theorists assert, that there is no such thing in nature as a simple sound,

and, that whenever a musical string fweetly vibrates, a nice ear will distinguish the twelfth

and seventeenth above the predo- —g .~"a And there is a remarkable circumstance

minantsoundjharmonizing atone s—^ related, in natural history, of the Triton
and the same time ; which three •<! Avis, a name by which Nieremberg has

sounds are the common chord in —

—

1 described a West Indian bird, famous for

this position. t_ ^-—-l its musical qualities ; it is said to have three

distinct notes, and to be able to give breath to sounds of all the three kinds at the same time.

It is also much celebrated for its beauty.
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accompanied by a third and sixth, and G, accompanied with

a fourth and sixth, are chords, as much derived from the

common chord of C, as that originate and origination are

derived from Origin : probably those three chords may appear

so much alike to the cursory observer, that he will wonder

why there should be any distinction; but, if he has patience

to read farther, he will find them as differently arranged in

a combination of harmony, as the abovementioned words are

in syntax.

Of the Common Chord with a Minor 'Third,

THE two notes which give the minor third, are a

semitone nearer to each other than those which compose the

major third, as may be easily discovered by filling up the

intervals with progressive semitones :

Major third. The distance proved by the Minor third- Proof of the distance.

progressive semitones.

1234-5 1234
It is this third that chiefly constitutes what is called the

Minor Mode ; - the ascending scale of which is thus written,

and considered to be more the production of art than nature.

(a) Musicians, in counting distances, begin with the lowest note, and count 'regularly up

to the highest, which gives the name of the interval : this may appear strange to linguists,

as interval generally means space, and it was the peculiarity which occasioned the remark.

—

I take it for granted the reader knows, when a sharp ^ is placed before any note that it

raises it in pitch a minor-Semitone.
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—e

—

—cr-

6th

[-gC-|

7th

—e

—

There is another peculiarity that charatSterizes the minor

mode, which is, that the sixth and seventh of its ascending

scale are each a semitone higher than the descending.

7th 6th

We have chosen the key of A for this mode, it being the

nearest allied to the natural key of C in the major mode,

which will be clearly proved by a table of relative keys in

the beginning of the second part of this introduction*

By sounding A, C, and E, at one and the same time^ you

will hear the wailing effect of the common chord g^m^:

to A with a minor third, which is thus written ;
^

but if you place C for the bass, it then becomes

a chord of a sixth accompanied with a major third

;

and if you place E for the bass, the chord is then

a fourth and sixth (b).
XX

(a) The cliff Is placed in this position^ ^ at the end of the line, to gratify the curious

more than the studious, who, perhaps, may be a little amused by turning the book topsy
turvey, when they discover that the minor scale exhibits the major by this trick.

sysos lokm sip ^A^^ noA «S3;ou jo sAepo ^^^rr==r:e=52:=§^^^ Bip sieq sm
Slip JO I9ip0 9tp j|Tp 3icpxi STJIT pUB ^ ZqT-O—S—« §Up/ld

(b) Hence it must plainly appear, that the two last chords owe their existance to the first,
and are the sympathizing children of a melancholy parent.
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As many compositions were produced by the elder masters

before the discovery of discord, we shall finish this lesson with

a few examples that consist of concords only; but the beginner

should first be made acquainted with two of the different

motions that are used in harmony, they are distinguished by

the names of the Similar Motion (when the parts move in

the same direction), and by the Contrary, when one part

ascends while the other descends. Bishop Lowth judiciously

observes, that the plain way of giving information is to lay

down rules, and illustrate them by example
; but, beside

shewing what is right, the matter may be further explained

by pointing out what is wrong." We will therefore begin

with an

EXAMPLE OF FAULTS.

—e

—

i I
33:

23: 1

Nature and art have furnished musicians with feelings and

principles, by which they reject and condemn the use of

eighths and fifths in a similar motion ; yet I once tried an

experiment upon a person, who had a voice and ear to sing a

ballad very agreeably, to an unison accompaniment, by desiring

him to listen attentively to the efiect of the above forbidden

progression, and was much astonished to find him pleased

with it; but he afterwards cultivated music so as to gain a

tolerable knowledge of harmony, and whenever his ears were
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shocked with similar disallowances, he quoted this phrase to

shew his improvement.

" We cannot but now smile to think of these poor and foolish pleasures of

our childhood (a)."

Yet the above three chords may be so arranged as to produce

correct harmony.

EXAMPLE.

I

XT i
which pleads powerfully in favour of the contrary motion

;

for besides the consecutive (b) fifths, between the extreme

parts (c) in the example of faults, the skips are very unnatural,

and " the order of nature should govern, which, in all

progression, is to go from the place one is then in, to that

which lies next to it."

The three natural common chords, in the minor mode,

produce the like imperfections if they succeed each other in

this manner :

(a) What is every year of a wise man's life, but a censure and critique on the past.

—

Pope.

(b) When two fifths succeed each other immediately in the same direction, professors are

not thought to speak with an affected term when they call them consecutives.

(c) Notes, at f^ ^"'^ those which are

the utmoft dis- I ^> :

—

-f placed in any degree

tance from each between the extremes,

other, are called I ^ are called Intermedi-

Extreme Parts, [j. ate Parts.
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IMPERFECTIONS.
rr' I

:()

0 T ®
o

H

but, the imperfections are easily rectified, hj making one

part continue on the same degree, whilst the other ascends

or descends (a).

OHiqiie Motion, The Similar aiK? CInnfrary Motion.

Qt ° 1

—

1

—o-

_g_..-J

© —O

—

The sixth, which, is derived from the com- o

32:

mon chord of C, is supposed to be the most

pleasing in this position,

I have seen it used in the following manner, but I would

not advise any person to make it a model of imitation

:

Errors. This arrangement of the same Notes is

preferable.

i
-e- -O- -e-

because the law positively says, you shall not use consecutive

octaves between the lowest and the highest parts, nor shall

(a) Technically called the Oblique Motion.
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you proceed from an imperfect to a perfect concord in

the similar motion (a), and the above example of errors

transgresses in both these particulars (b).

Similar mistakes in the treatment of the sixth, which is

derived from the minor common chord of A.

A wrong progression of eighths in different

parts of the chord.

I I

^ ^

The Mistakes rectified by
the Oblique Motion.

i

33:

d:=:

1—e—

1

c

The sharp seventh in every scale is called the leading note of

the key*, and as G sharp is the leading note to the key of

A with a minor third, as well as the key of A with a

major third ; the chord of the sixth, to G sharp, leads us very

naturally to and from the common chord of A with a minor

third.

This chord of the sixth is derived from the common
chord of E with a major third.

By placing the minor scale above the major scale, you will

have a succession of sixths

;

(a) Imperfect concords are thirds and sixths, and perfect concords, fifths and eighths.

(b] However, we find a breach of the latter part of this law, in the purest classic authors,
as will be shewn hereafter, for let your rules be ever so useful and extensive, men of genius
will soar beyond them.

* It is likewise called the Sensible Note.

D
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X2:

—©—j—o-—s

—

i
1

—e

—

and if you descend regularly, at the same time, from E to

its octave, you will have an intermediate part ; see the dots

between the two scales.

The above series of sixes may be carried to the major, or

minor key, that we are at present treating of, by the

following small additions.

iJ

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
1 1

'

—

l-e- Ffff o -©-
6 666 6 6 6 6

S

4 3

7
3

A variety in cadence is a great relief to the ear, which,

is apt to get cloyed, with a repetition of the same chords ;

and the two bars, at A and B, arc cadences which are much

used by the beft masters to terminate musical phrases.

Extraordinary geniusses will always discoverwhat is difficult

and what is impossible, for here follows a stream of harmony

produced by a link of sixes, in four parts, that has often

delighted the attentive ear.
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Viollno Primo

Violino Se-

condo

Viola (a)

Violoncello

13 33 I

6 6

The notes of the first and second violin parts, in the above

example, are at too great a distance to come under the fingers

on keyed instruments ; yet the piano forte, harp, or organ

player, may form some little idea of the effect by playing

thirds above the bass w^ith the left hand, (which are the

composers notes) ; but I hope the slightest reading of the

foregoing pages will prevent his playing the dots for sixes.

bad \

zl»:_p_

1
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

(a) Experience has taught me that many musical amateurs have an aversion to a variety of
cliffs, and from the appearance of the Viola cliff so early, they will, perhaps, conclude that I

mean to perplex them -with the seven cliffs which are used in old music ; but I shall not

employ -nore than four throughout the whole of this work, viz. the G cliff put upon the

second line, ^ the two C cliffs put iipon the third ^ and fourth lines, and the F cliff

upon the fourth line
; ^ and these are absolutely necessary on account of the different

compasses of voices and instruments
; but, for the accommodation of practitioners who arc

disposed to "be content with a knowledge of two, a great many of the examples will be given
in the treble and bass cliffs only.
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Having explained the two common chords and their

derivatives, v^hich consist of concords only, I come now to

that part of harmony called Discord, sounds not of themselves

pleasing, but necessary to be mixed with others.

*' How doth music amaze us, when of discords she maketh the sweetest

harmony."

We shall begin with that discord which is the most like a

concord, the most generally used and the most easy to

comprehend ; which is the minor seventh, and is written in

^ oits simple form thus

:

its full accompaniment consists of four real parts, ^ ^ g
(A)

and either of these four different sounds may be at the top,

bottom, or middle of the chord ^|
1

—

4
©

but, into whatever position these notes may be transposed, G
is the fundamental note, B is the major third, D a perfect

P""^—

I— ^
....... , .

'

3t 32:

but if you substitute B for the bass note, it then becomes

(a) Which is only adding a minor third above the common chord of
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hy the inversion (a), a chord consisting of a minor third,

imperfect (flat, or false,) fifth, and a minor sixth;

Figured thus :

and by making D the bass, you will have the chord of the

minor third, perfect fourth, and major sixth

;

Figured thus

;

an;

and v^^hcn you use F for the bass, it then is changed into a

chord consisting of a major second, sharp fourth, p—g-

—

^O.

W
Figured thus :

^

and major sixth (b);

Hence it appears evident that the three last mentioned chords

are the offspring of the firft, and are very properly termed

the derivatives of the minor seventh, (accompanied by a major

third and perfect fifth).

Before v^e proceed to the other sevenths v^e shall give a few

examples, to amuse the student, as we did with the concords.

The modern elegant Italian masters have produced, and do

daily produce, many charming compositions without the

assistance of any other discord than this minor seventh and its

derivatives, when judiciously blended with concords
; and, a

British poet says,

" We have good Musick and Musicians here,

" If not the best, as good as any where."

(a) Inversion is the technical term for changing the position of the chord.

(b) Some people call these last three chords by the names of the Syncopated fifth, the
Syncopated third, and the Syncopated second.
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therefore, the liberal student will not be displeased to find a

few English strains among the examples.

GLEE FOR FOUR VOICES,

Firft Treble

Second Treble

CounterTenor

Bass

Udoderaio, and •with Expression.

Lj I

-3 Ty
w. 4

By mu- sic, by mu- sic, minds an e- qual tern- per know. Nor

—

1

—

i 1 19-

By mu- SIC, by mu- sic, minds an e- qual tern- per know. Nor

X3
By mu- sic, by mu- sic, minds an e- qual tern- per know. Nor

OS m
By mu- sic, by m,u- sic, minds an e- qual tem- per know. Nor

(a)

i w.

swell too high, nor sink too low. V/ar- riors she fires with a- ni- mat- ed

1
p-5—

i ^ it d rr

< swell too high, nor sink too low. War- riors she fires with a- ni- mat- ed

m+-

swell too highj nor sink too low.

I

'
.a!

—

^

for.

S m-

swell too high, nor sink too low. War- riors she fires with a- ni- mat- ed

(a) The geometrical Rhombus <c;;;;|[^|'^ often occurs in modern composi-

tions, and signifies that the notes are to be increased and decreased in quantity of tone as the

figure is in size. It is not introduced here for the sake of a musical pun; as the passage, to

which it is annexed, is rendered more effective by this manner of performance (with or

without words).
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ir

i
sounds, Pours balm in- to the bleed- ins: lo- - - - - ver's wounds.

sounds. Pours balm in- to the bleed- ing lo- ver's wounds.

P
Pours balm in- to the bleed- lo- - - - - ver's wounds.

Q: r> U- ^— »-

—

» . |-

1

1

7— Z- 1—•-

soundsj Pours balm in- to the bleed- ing lo- ver's wounds.

Although musical legislators have established a law that

will not permit perfect fifths to follow each other diatonical-

ly(A), (or by skips (b); yet they allow an imperfect fifth to

follow a perfect in descending, provided the highest note

falls and the lowest one rises afterwards. Example,

See likewise the first bar of the above glee ; <
m

but whoever, in their compositions, descends with both the

notes which give the imperfect fifth, thus, gZ^l-^
smuggles a defect into harmony. It is likewise a prohibition

to rise with both the notes which give the imperfect fifth,
II '1

thus : ^pE^j ^IeIeI The falling, with the extreme
Wrong Right

(a) Prohibited perfect fifths which move diatonlcally. S^^^EiE^^^^fel

{b) Prohibited perfect fifths which move by skips. ^£^=^£^—£^^1
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parts, from an imperfect chord to a perfect, is sometimes a

venial fault, but it is rendered objectionable here, 1

by the descent of the second treble and bass at the same

instant from an octave to a fifth ; i -s- these last im-

perfections are in the sixth bar of the said glee.

The inquisitive reader may be anxious to know the reason

why the four parts are not continued throughout the whole

of so short a glee ; but some passages are much better

calculated for two and three voices, or instruments, than for

four ; besides, the harmony of a musical composition, as well

as the harmony of a picture, is rendered more effective by

light and shade. The commencement of the four parts,

after the silence of the counter tenor, has been considered by

many as a beauty ;
yet it offends against the law we have

already laid down. An experienced harmonist would have

accompanied the above melody with a much greater variety

of chords ; but in this part of the work we cannot be too

simple, as the patterns of artful excellence will be much

better placed towards the end of the book.
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Having copied others, by asserting that the minor mode

is more the production of art than nature, it will appear

strange and contradictory to our readers when they find the

national melodies, which are cited in this work, are more

frequently in the plaintive minor than the animating major;

and here follows one that I have frequently heard an

accomplished Russian sing, as we travelled together, who was

more desirous to please than astonish. To those who are

fond of an artful variety it will appear very monotonous, and

they will not easily admit that any circumstances or talents

could render it effective ; but the natives of every country

have a characteristic manner of singing their melodies, which

is difficult to describe upon paper,

A RUSSIAN AIR,

0 5 , j J J J

J I love Ma-tush- ka tush- ka he love me, Vone two three

J 1

'
1 l-'l

U 1 1 J
1

time he sing to me

;

I love Dus-
-4-

chin- ka, she love me.
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Second Stanza,

With the bass that tuas vamped to it at Rosa (a).

=1^
* I love IV[a-tush^ ka yet he cross de main, Vone two three

1

gale my heart gave pain. Why did Ma-

p—p-p c

tush- ka cross de mail1.

(a) I have met with a persoti (even in Italy) who would undertake to vamp a bass to any

composition; and to this Russian air, he played, (to the best of my recollection), the

inharmonious jargon that is put to the second stanza, which is so offensive both to the eye

and the ear, that I doubt not but myyoungest reader will be able to point outthe faults without

referring to the annotations.

His four sons played the melody, and an arpeggio accompaniment, with two violins, a

mandoline, and a calascione.

Their incorrect manner of performing this air, has furnished us with an example to pre-

vent the unwarrantable use of fifths and eighths; yet they produced a charming effect with a

piece of music, which the impatient reader may immediately turn to, amongst the national

beauties.

(b) Annotations to the Second Stanza.

The first bar is filled with consecutive fifths, in a similar motion, which, we here repeat,

is one of the most unpardonable faults that a harmonist can commit ; although the second bar

is the best harmony of the whole, yet it contains two trifling errors, viz. the falling from a

third to a fifth, in the similar motion, and by octaves with the two last notes ; the third bar

consists of such a succession of major thirds, as never disfigure a good composition ; and the

group of fifths and octaves, in the fourth and sixth bars, e,xhibit two pictures of disharmony

that never will be copied by a man of genius.
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Third Stanza,

FOR FOUR VOICES.

0-
1*^

O! grant Matuschka quick and safe returnj Vone two three month my heart make mourn

—tf-^ -d — — —^

O! grant Matuschka quick and safe return, Vone two three month my heart make mourn

4. s
1

s

—

• fB

r- —1—i

—

O! grant Matuschka quick and safe return, Vone two three month my heart make mourn

i i
Vone two three month my heart make mourn. O! grant Ma-tusch-ka safe re-turn.

m c g o
Vone two three month my heart make mourn. O! grant Ma-tusch-ka safe re-turn.

i i
Vone two three month my heart make mourn. O! grant Ma-tusch-ka safe re-turn.

Vone two three month my heart make mourn. O! grant Ma-tusch-ka safe re-turn, (a)

(a) Explication of the Third Stanza.

" Many things are needful for explication and many for application, unto particular

occasions." Hooker.

The last chord of the second bar, and first chord of the third bar, move in octaves with

Uie second treble and bass, < which is but a trifling offence against musical
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Young ladies are sometimes partial to national melodies^

and although the above is inserted here as an example to

prevent the use of unwarrantable fifths and eights
;

yet it

may be sung as a ballad, v^^ith a voice of small compass, to

the foUov^ing accompaniment for the piano forte, v^hich is

nothing more than the chords in the first stanza put into a

little fashionable motion.

I love Matushka tushka he love me, Vone two tre time he sing to me.

.1 .1

CfVr 3 -j

.=2

laws, as there is a double bar between them, which always denotes a repose ; and in the third

bar one common chord succeeds another diatonically, but then it is in the contrary motion,

which was a favourite progression with old harmonists ; -d- and in the sixth

bar we have placed F where -we used A in thejother stanzas. * This substitu-

tes m
tion of F for A, is called an Interrupted Cadence. In the same bar, and in the annotations

to the second stanza, we have introduced the fourth accompanied by a fifth, s

. . : . .

which is a discord that will often be used in the succeeding examples, but which we ought

not to give rules for here.
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I love Dus- chin-ka she love me

i^i^iii^ilili

The above piano forte accompaniment would be more

correct if the accented notes in the second part were less

crowded with bare fourths ; but they are so transitory, that

the ear has hardly time to be offended with this trifling de-

fect ; yet, if you sing or play these fourths, 3:

in slow time, upon instruments which are capable of sus-

taining the notes, the effect will be as offensive to a nice

musical ear as consecutive fifths.

Tlie last lesson ended with the interval of the minor

seventh, filled up by a major third and perfect fifth, and we

will begin this with the same seventh,

but filled up with a ;^/wr third and perfect fifth,

g|
which is a chord less agreeable to the ear than the former,

more restricted in practice, but not less essential to a regular

stream of harmony 5 and in order to adhere to our promised

simplicity as much as possible, we will select those notes

from the scale which require no accidentals (a) to exhibit

(a) Accidentals are the sharps, flats, and naturals, that occur in a composition which are
not marked immediately after the cliiF. They are likewise called intermediate sharps, &c.
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it, viz. ^ operate upon this chord as we

did upon the other seventh, and place F for the lowest note,

h^~| '^^ ^^^^ becomes, by the inversion, athus,

chord consisting of a major third, perfect fifth, and major

sixth. There are more inversions of this chord, which we

shall speak of hereafter ; for if the readers have been attentive,

and the lessons sufficiently explanatory, they will know

already as many chords as are necessary to accompany the

scale in the natural key of C ; we will, therefore, finish this

lesson by using the diatonic scale as a bass, and exhibit the

accompaniment above it.

The general method of accompanying the scale in the

major mode of C.

i
ASCENDING.

8
6

3D:

8

5

6

3

32^
6

5

3

O

1

I

DESCENDING.

—e

—

a_
41?—®H—e

—

—So '

s

5

o
6
3

O
6
4-

' o
8

s
3

o
6

4
2

6

1

6

4 .

3

8

[
—e— is

. i i

!

O' —a

—
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The harmony a little inverted, so as to produce a varied

and pleasing effect, by chords in both lines.

—e——Q--.—Cr-—©— ,0:...—©—
o —©

—

—B-
—o—

'

8
—o—

'

—O

—

—©

—

©

*

—e—

—

^

- o . o..
o

o-

1—©—

1

—©

—

o

—o—
htO-n

|—®
. o —©

—

—e

—

-

—e

—

—e

—

1—©

—

——

—

In the chords marked with asterisks are two octaves be-

tween the highest and the second parts, which is a procedure

against the strict rules of theory; but, as one of the most

scientific musicians of the age has been delighted with the

effect, I am afraid that whoever condemns it is a little over

nice, for I can with great propriety apply Dryden*s forcible

triplet to the excellent harmonist who considers the above

transgression as obeying the call of nature

:

thou

** Know'st with an equal hand to hold the scale ;

" See'st where the reasons pinch, and where they fail ; >

" And where exceptions o'er the general rule prevail." J
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Another method of accompanying the scale with common

chords only

:

~n^r^~^.— —»-]—ss— s !
=§=H1

-K-j V-'^—8
1 Br——

—f

—

—d ,

1-^

—e—

1

1
—i-i

—

1

—®

—

j

—»—

H

—HII—-e——

1

-©-

ai

—

I

-e-

—

^

—

^

o -1

j -e- —cr-[—e

—

o —e

—

^
11 ©—J

In the foregoing examples the smallest figure is placed at

the bottom and the largest at the top (which is the general

method of marking thorough bass) ; but some composers

have been serviceable to young practitioners, by placing the

figures according to the position of the chord.

,

E X A M P L E.

(a) There are no figures marked to any of thofe notes, as it is a general rule to play a

common chord to every bass note without a signature.

(b) In the accompaniment of the scale, page 22, to this note, we preferred the octave to a

double sixth, and by that means avoided the consecutive fifths which are visible here between

the second and third parts •, but as this scale was written by a master of acknowledged

abilities, a faithful transcript is given, the objection stated, and a correction attempted for the

consideration of the attentive reader.
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The stroke which is added to the ^ and e in the last bar

(although it does no barm) is superfluous ; because F and D,

placed below B, in the natural key of C, give a sharp fourth

and sixth, without any additional mark ;

'

but it is absolutely necessary to add a dash to the six in the

third bar, because F sharp, in the treble line, is not marked

at the cliff ^ consequently is there an accidental
J

and all accidental sharps, flats, and naturals, are, or ought to

be, signified in thorough bass : i _ g

I would strongly recommend the young student to begin

his daily exercise by accompanying the scale ; for by an

attentive practice of this alone, he may invent such a variety

of measures, inversions, and arpeggios, that his pleasure every

succeeding day will keep gradually rising to astonishment.

Gentlemen who perform upon instruments which are

incapable of sounding all the notes of a chord at the same

instant, may convert harmony into melody, by a method,

wh'ch, I hope, will prove as useful as it is novel. In the

following, as well as in the succeeding examples, the

regulating note, which bears the chord that the melody is

drawn from, is figured with the thorough bass signature.

H
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The intervals are counted upwards from tha^ note, and the

sounds of each chord are performed one after the other.

EXAMPLES.
The common chord to C and its derivatives reduced to

i
Primitive. First Derivative, Second Derivative.

The common chord of A, with a minor third, and its

derivatives in a similar manner:
8 3 S

5 6 6

4

Primitive First Derivative. Second Derivative.

The chord of the minor seventh to G, accompanied by a

major third and perfect fifth, with its three derivatives :

Primitive. First Derivative. Second Derivative. Third Derivative.

The minor seventh to D, with a miilor third and perfect

fifth :

^ H

—

Primitive, First Derivative. Secojid Derivative, Third Derivative,
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The chords, which accompany the scale, taken in a

melodious manner, for the use of those who do not cultivate •

keyed instruments:

g 6 8 6

(a) S 4 6 S

8

-«

8

—

f

6

5
3

r-

1

S

8

S

1

8

4
6

6

4
s

—

8
6

6

4
3

il
•
^

2=

There are many persons who can sing one part and play

another with the violin at one and the same time, and for

that useful practice various accompaniments to the scale, in

different measures and keys, will be given in the other parts of

this work j but here v/e will confine ourselves to the key of C.

(a) As we proceed further the signatures of thorough bass will be very much abridged

;

but it is as necessary, for the young musical student, to see tlie chord completely figured, as

it is for a learner of languages to see Manuscript and Manuscripts written at length, before
he is taught that MS. and MSS. are contraftions of the same.

(b) a stioke, or dash, added to a figure, raises that figure, in pitch, a minor semitone.
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-
6

:x

—

6©
1^=—4 BO re mi sol la si do

9b

g
4
3.

Do SI la sol

Our chords have hitherto been formed with the notes of

the scales in the natural keys of C and A, within the compass

of an octave, but we shall now soar a degree beyond it, and

exhibit that discord called the ninth (a), which in its most

simple form is written thus, ^ and in four parts

It is seldom used without preparation, and

it must be resolved (b). Corrdli prepared the ninth with a

thus, ^

(a) The importance of which is fully proved by an observation which one of the greatest

musicians, that ever existed, made to a young man, who had taken frequent opportunities to

render him little services, in hopes of being recompensed by a few lessons of composition ;

and was bold enough to ask this admirable master to instruct him how to set parts to some

melodies that he had invented ; but our voluminous composer's time was so fully, and so

nobly employed, that he had only leisure to teach him by advice in these words :
" Take

Correlli's scores, and study them until you fully comprehend every treatment he has given to

the ninth j and then, if you have genius, you may begin to compose."

(b) When the note which makes the discord is in any part of the preceding chord, it is

called a discord prepared ; and when it ascends or descends a tone or a semitone to the

succeeding chord, it is called a discord resolved.
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third or with a fifth _ 1=9=8=1 But, when-

ever any of his pupils prepared it by an eighth, he used to

cry out cauivo, which is the Italian word for Bad. ^-3—{—9-8—
['

. . , ... ^
When a single nine is marked to a composition in four parts,

it is accompanied by a third and a fifths

The ninth is very often accompanied by a fourth and fifth,

but then it is marked with a double row of figures.

thus,
^

9 s

5 4 3

In three parts the fifth is omitted.

It is a very easy practice to add ninths to thirds, whicE

move in this manner.

By setting the under notes of the above an octave lower.-

for the bass, we may add the ninths in the middle part.

H—e-

—
1

—
9 6 9, 6- ' 9 6

,

i
1— _1
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and hj adding two parts above these thirds, we shall have the

ninths in the upper part.

— —w
9J

^ g

r
— —

^

1
—-d

—

«9

(a)

EXAMPLE.
i

—
*l
— —

S

H—1

«
—

1

9 5 9

"Oils

1 1

6

5

The following Ariettina supplies us with an example of

ninths in the second part. ,

f7or»

Sfcojd time an octmje lozver,

6

6 9 5

6 6

9 9

l-W —

^

The same Ariettina in the -minor mode.

Repeat the first part -with octanjes. 6 9 69 696

(a) This skip of a sixth, with both parts in a similar motion, followed by two major thirds

and an? octave, should rather be avoided than imitated.
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These next examples are terminations of two well known

instrumental compositions, in each of which the ninth is

elegantly accompanied with a third and fifth.

1—1—

r

6

S,

9 26
... • .

) 6

Cr-

II

j p p

1

—p—r~

1

rr -1 ^^^^
1 4-4—

98 6 7 5 6 3

5

I have but given a short sketch of the ninth here, as it

will be fully exemplified, with its various accompaniments,

preparations, and resolutions, in the succeeding rotation of

chords, which are so methodically arranged, that diffident

composers, and young performers of thorough bass, may

compare their exercises with the musical classicks, and turn

to the particular chords, which their genius^ has inspired

them to use, as expeditiously as they refer to a dictionary for

the authority of a v/ord.

(a) This passage may be useful to those who are ambitious to reach a tenth on the piano-
forte.





PRELIMINARY ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE

SECOND PAR T.

WHOEVER reads thus fair with more patience than

memory, should skim over the first part once more before

he proceeds to the second, as it is a key to the following

harmonical miscellany, which contains extracts from the

compositions of thofe who should have written more, those

who should have written less, and those who should not have

written at all, the critic will perhaps include me in the

latter number ; but L'Estrange says, " It is every man's duty

to labour in his calling, and not to despond for any miscar-

riage or disappointment that were not in his power to

prevent.'*

Compositions are frequently overrated and undervalued by

prejudice, therefore it appeared to me to be the most liberal plan>

to let every musical illustrative example recommend itself by

its own intrinsic merit, and not by the name of its author.

Beauties are often found in strains which are seldom heard,

and many of the most popular compositions are not entirely

free from defects ; but, I should have betrayed a malignant

mind, if I had made my selection to exalt a friend, to depress

an enemy, or to diminish the happiness of any contented

K
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family by an attempt to injure its supporter in his professional

practice.

Without a namcj reprove and warn,

" Here none are hurt, and all may learn."

That ear, which has been too much cultivated, will be

more delighted with the chromatic part of the succeeding

pages, than the diatonic ; but I hope that no sophistical

argument (a), or astonishing musical difficulty will either

confound the understanding, or vitiate the ear of Nature's

musician, so as to allure him from captivating simplicity, for

I here subjoin a divine composition, as an example, to prove

that a few simple notes, properly put together, are capable of

expressing the utmost sublimity.

Granje _

O Lord Ave trust a- lone in thee,

/
a- lone in thee, a-

o Lord we trust a- lone in thee, a- lone in thee, in thee, a-

^—P F' m-

O l,ord we trust a^ lone in thee. in thee, a-

o
I i i
Lord we tmst a- lone in thee.

±1 XX
pmo. 4 6

* 5

(a) If the passions of the mind be strong, they easily sophisticate the understanding, they

malie it apt to believe upon every flender warrant, and to imagine infallible truth, where

scarce ony probable shew appcareth-. HooKER^
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J I

^-no, J- -IN

lone, a- lone in thee we tmst, in thee O Lord, in thee O

lone, a- lone in thee we trnst, in thee O Lord, in thee O

I —
lone, a- lone in thee we trust, in thee O Lord, in thee O

w
a- lone in thee we trust, in thee O Lord, in thee O

1 ft m -

6 66 76 6 6

Lord, O Lord we trust a- lone in thee.
^ T

*

1

i
Lord, O Lord we trust a- lone in thee.

i
Lord, O Lord we trust a- lone in thee.

i
Lord, O Lord we trust a- lone ia the

6 ' 43 ' 6 0 4 3 'CT
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Another mstance of simplicity sublimity.

Largo

p—; „ P

Sa- ba- I oth.Sane- tus. Sane- tus. Sane- tus Do- mi- nus De- us

a-
~8 t;^

=1:

Sane- tus,

-P-

Sane- tus, Sanc- tus

mc- tus. Sane- tus. Sane- tus Do- mi- nus De- us Sa-

Do- mi- nus De- us Sa- ba- oth,

-P—, o
i

Sane- tus. Sane- tus. Sane- tus Do- mi- nus

-0—
; a>._tt__a

ba-

Do- mi- nus De- us Sa- ba-

oth.

Sane- tus. Sane- tus, Sanc- tus ba- oth.

O-

i
Sane- tus. Sane- tus. Sane tus Do- mi- nus

5 4
3 a
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INTRODUCTION to HARMONY,

PART THE SECOND,

" Now shall the keys their bold mutations ring.

And bards immortal sweet chromatics sing,"

A SCALE of intervals which will occur in the succeeding

pages.

^ W ^ W -WW -iF W 'W! -JF
I I

The last bass note of every regular composition is called

the key note, which, in full harmony, ought to be accom-

panied with its common chord. If the third be major it is

called a sharp key, and a flat key when the third is minor.

The composer may pass through several subordinate keys in

the course of a long movement ; but he must be careful to

make such mutations as will admit of a natural return to the

principal key. .

Those notes, which are marked with asterisks, are chosen

by the best composers for principal keys; and harmonists who
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have courage and skill to attack and conquer difficulties,

frequently introduce the others in their modulations.

We observed, in page 2, that it would perplex the be-

ginner to explain the difFerence between a major and a minor

semitone there (a), but it is absolutely necessary to acquaint

the improving and persevering student with it here^ lest he

should, for want of such information, write D sharp for E
flat, and, viceversd^ E flat for D sharp, a mistake that is often

made, and probably originates from both notes being sounded

with the same key*; but D sharp is only a minor semitone,

whereas E flat is a major semitone above D natural :

Example, ^^^E and upon instruments

that are capable of a perfect intonation, the difference between

them is very distinguishable,, which proves the necessity for

the composer (as well as transposer) to be correct in this part

of musical orthography (c).

(a) An advocate for correctness is of opinion, that it is a solecism to call any interval a

major or minor semitone ; but custom has so long sanctioned it, that prejudice would not be
easily prevailed upon to substitute a better name ; therefore I have not yielded to the entreaties

of my friend, who asserts that we may with equal propriety call a dotted semiquaver a major
semiquaver.

* Key in this place Is a term for thofe small pieces of Ivory, ebony, or box, in organs,

harpsichords, and piano-fortes, which performers strike with their fingers.

(b) This example will serve as a model to regulate F sharps G flat,. G sharp, A flat, C
sharp, D flat, A sharp, B flat, and all other major and minor semitones.

(c) I have heard It with more passion than reason asserted, that none but overwise critics

contended for these nice distinctions, and by a person who gave the harsh title of ignorant

blockhead to one of his correspondents for writing deference for differetice ; but as he is an

improving infant in the musical art, and endeavouring to become a logician, I doubt not but

eool reflection and ripened judgment will teach him that it is not shameful (but meritorious)

to renounce an error, and that he will hereafter condemn the wrong way of writing the

following passage as much as he does the false spelling alluded to ;

Right Wrong

yet, as we before observed, these notes are played with the same keys on the piano-forte.
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The following table of intervals, filled up with diatonic and

chromatic semitones, may probably be of some service to

prove distances.

Id

Minor 2d. Major 2d. Minor 3d. Major 3d. Perfect 4th. Sharp 4th, or Triton.

i
121 31 4 I 5 I 6 I

Flat 5th. Perfect 5th. Extreme fharp 5th. Minor 6th. Major 6th.

o

7 1 9 I 9 t 10

:#0

Extreme sharp 6th. Extreme flat 7th. Minor yth. Major 7th,

^

—

10 I IS

i
•30-

^^^^^^^^^^
Major Oftave. Minor 0£lave,

^;|^^r— ^ ^^e^
In order to facilitate the study of chords and cadences, and render the

practice as pleasant as possible to performers, each chord in the Repertory
is interwoven in a short musical phrase which terminates by a modern or an
ancient cadence j and as the fo-urth, accompanied with a fifth, so often occurs

in the latter, a partial exhibition of it will be more serviceable to the young
student here than hereafter, particularly as the rules for the treatment of it

in cadences (a) are so concise, so simple, and so general.

(a) The last bass note but one in almost every good composition rises a fourth or i.ilh a

fifth to the key, and is called the cadence note.
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These rules are, that the perfect fourth (which is the dis-

cord) must be prepared and resolved ; the fifth is also perfect,

dnd generally remains stationary until the resolution takes

place ;
immediately after which, the key note (with its com-

mon chord) succeeds.

' S — S ^ 5 —
4 3 ,

8 4 5? 8 43, S43,

In a composition of four parts the eighth to the bass is generally added

No. VI
(B)(C)

No. vrn.

jHAi
i j.ij ii

i'''j
ijji ii''ji^/ ii

tfji i 'jyfj, -©-

Notwithstanding the simplicity of this chord, (the three following instances are fufficient to

shew that) inattentive composers may be led into error when the bass rises or falls a second.

E F

(b) Both at, and after, the resolution, of the fourth, the octave falls so naturally to the se-

venth, and the seventh afterwards to the third of the key (major or minor), that performers

cannot refrain from ending a strain in this graceful manner, even when they have no such

.direction from the thorough bass signature.—See No. vi. and No. viii.

(c) Many excellent anthems, motets, madrigals, and glees, in the minor mode, end with a

jnajor third ; therefore of such compositions the beginning ascertains the key (which is an
exception to the general rule). Ah elegant musical historian remarks that this particularity

originated In Picardy.
*** At D the. first and third parts move by fifths ; at E there are both fifths and eighths ;

at F the second part and bass move by octaves. It is also erroneously figured, as the first 6*

6
should have had a 3 and a 4 underneath It thus : 4 Yet this example Is the best of the errors,

3
but bad Is the best."

1



Pafsa^CS for different Instruments drawn from the Harmony of the -Stale. 4,^
F.very Bar in the follo^v^ng Examples begins witli that note which forms the pro^refsion of the Scale,- and
the other notes in the said bur, are all sounds of the Chord which is denoted by the fitfures. ...

A more extensive example for the same Instrument,
but as it may be .executed upon the Violin, the bo'.ving is marked.
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They are also
called perfect

^'Accords to the
'

first Bass;

A Table, of Common Chords, "with Major Thirds,
and their derivatives* in three positions.

chords oF the sixth

to the 2^

ar.»i accords of tliC

etl'Jl 4;^^ to the
last Bassi

d „ /7- o „ q „ 6

BE
1^1 i i

4.
-a

II V II 1 II

ndametital Bass, and the other two, fiut

1
6
4.

1
It is likewise customary to call the first a Fundamental Bass, and the other two, supposed IJasses.

1^ i

^I'i^
°i

II' >^*^k^ ' i i

i

>iiii)' ^
•

\[m , I . II' 'Vir II' 'i^'^ ^

'

t» « ft a a ft ft

i II 1 II i i i
1

i i i ii i
The same, with Minor Thirds.

i
•

I I ;i II q
'

I I J II
I

m
1

•
i 1 ^1 • ^ "'I

•
II

i
6

i i i
6 6

SI.

mi 3"

1

f% 1
'n ^ • m ,L II

'-

'v- 'I
' i^w-i|iiL4^

I I h " ' I " V" ^ i i i
1

i i
1

i
This Tahle JiKewise exhibits the nunrsher of Sharps and Plat.5 that are placefl imnitdiately
aftpr tlie Cliff in every Key, -f- Chord is the en^lish term, and Accord the Foreign.



Tlie Common Chord* unci tlu ii d( rivHti\f v pJutxd in thv Aiime Bat, Their relatives
in ever}- iucceediiig" har, Miih tlicn di ri\ ativc5 also in aucIi a natural pro^^iTolXion that
young- Performers may botli receiv e information and amusementby a daily practirxi of thi,sTabic.

all majov ai-d minor Ktv.s M-liicli havt tlu' *unii- numLtr oF sharps or t'iati iiiarktfl at tht Cliff ar,

calltd reljitivfs and tl-.tir Coiiimon Chordt only flit ter in the .'^4'* To avoiii crowding this
Table v\ith expJunator^ Tx-ords,fhe letter P sii^nifies principal keA-, and the foHo-(\ ing R . it.>. rt 1 ative..

1^ 1
6

6
4 R 6

4. 6 R. 6
6"

4-mma, mi. ma.

^ ma. 6 <3 mi. 6 6

The .secor.d and third chords, are derived i'r'.;ii' tIiC iirst or lust^in eacl. bar.
mi'

1
R.

i
^ mi. 6" « tna! 6

ma, denotes the comn.on chord with a major . and mi, ditto witli a minor third.m m
R. 4-

ma.

R. 6
6
4

iX
ma. (i

4.
mi. 6

4.

mi

.

1
V. R

6
6 4. R . 6

6
4<

ma. G 6
4<

mi . 6
1"

ma. mi.

! R. 6

i3lS
p.

6
4. R. 4-

ma. 6
^ 1 ma

.

mi.

-rt z.—m-—S"

p.. 6 4. 6
6

R.
G

pi
ma. mi

.

ma. mi

i
p. s 2
' LLIL

R. 6

i

'hen this '^ro'Jreision

6'
(5

6 4.. 6 4

^W'>ifii this pro;^rei'sion is performed '•locn rnstniinents nre incapable of Suxtuinin\i the Chords
ble line till ihi- lojr Baft notes are plny<-d the Chord ou;,>lii to b<- repeat; d to each BafX no'tr tbi'?; f-^--^'

s in t).i
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A Tii1)U of Minor Sevt iill^s At < uinp.i'iir(i by Mnjov Tlnitf v as.*..'

perfect Fifths, \^itli their Derivative* in the same Bar.

mm ^—-n- ^-

-

rp>

k

7 (5 6 6 U ^ 4.

3 3 3 2 ^ b5 3 \>7

b7
5
3

6 —
4,

IVl.iuv A:i i hors call the four chords in each bur h\ the following names, I The sensihle Accord,

11 Tlie chcjrd of the Iniper feet fifth. 111 T)m' chord of t]ie small sixth, IV The chord or

the .sJiurp fourth ^or tritoii^

—3 tr^ ^T-S

7 - .
.5 — 4 — "

14/
(-y , 7^1 5 ® 4.+

^' ? 3 ^ i 447 6 ^ 3 .
6- i

Thv Ju't chorr? fi jJiire d with a sinjjle 2 is frP»jttentl_)- cjlled the chord of the second/ fcut Rotivsea'i and Rameau
seem to iii.»ke u useful distinction hv calling it t!ie triton' -when the 4'^^ is sharp, and the second. v\hen the

4t - is perfec;t, see the next pa^e.

A Table of Minor Sevenths accompanied \iy Major
Thirds and perfect Fifths in four Positions.

it. b7 b7

tio:



A Table of. Minor Sevenths accompanied by Minor 3^* and perfect Fifths

with their derivatives.

45

b7
5

The four chords in this table are called by the follo^ving names I The accord of the .seventh

H The great sixth 111 The small sixth (rainor) IV The second .

i

5
#-

j^ji,J>^iv^f^rT|,,jfi^irri*rr>^|j r^r fir r

6

7 # 3 2

6
4.

6
4
2

6 +
pa

A single 2 is a sufficient sijinature' for the last, haiS note here

for the fourth hein^ perfect it is called the chord ot the second

•we observed In tlie last page^ see 4ff-

Minor sevenths ~u >' 4 In four Positions.

(a) It may appear strange to some of our readers that the four bass notes in each bar bein^ all

parts of the chord in the treble line should be differently named and figured, but it is o\vin^ to the motion

of the bass, as 'tj.v cuvtomary to count all distances from the lowest note.



46 Common Chord* to Bafs Notes
which fall a fifth, and rise a fourth alternately.

N. B. The pi o^Vefsion is regular from either end ^

9^' 15=

It is customarj' to write simple chords with doti , instead of semitreves or inininis

.

3ZE

Ditto "to Bafs N^tes which rise fifth, and fall a fourth.

33:

A progreission of minor Accompanied by ^ and J alternately: The highest notes of which form a regi^lar Descent of

major & minor semitones except where the word Enliarreonic is placed. Tl;e minor is at the top and bottom of
'

, ^—' . the chord alternately .o
1X3

The cliandes are disagreeable where the chords that succeed each other do not contain some sound whicli i
f

—

is common to both •

Another Chromatic descent both by the Treble and Bafs in which the first note of every
bar is accompaniedi with the extreme .vharp fourtli and succeeded hv the Chord of the imperfect fifth'.

Jk """" "

— • * X 1^^--^—I pt^* -t—• #a —

-

i
" V and render i the progression, extrmely h^6h.

e iiiitiH appojsiatiiras the hiiihest note of fteshoitP'fburthji-
.^est of the Vali ei fifth would, fall Ccontrary to the general ^
,
^ q fh Q Ybo^ , . Hi ,

, "a i t J,

Without th-
and the lowe

,

I

y and renderitfie progression, extrFmeiy narsfi

.

A Table to shew those who practise the Violin, Flute &c.&c.
the relative Major and Minor common chords to a reg^ular succession of Keys .

P
Performers are cautioned not to play the second line of this Table for a Bafs to the first, as the effect would be

minor „ I ^ | „ I . _ „ \

5t

I
.T '—-V I p

\

—
ir~j:sr- 5—e-—

—

unpleasant; The major and minor relatives are merely place^in this order to shew that they have the same number

P
of .'harps ,,id flats marked at the clifF, find that the chords to their Key notes contain t\\o soiinds which are common to both



REPERTORY

CHORDS AND CADENCES,

ARRANGED IN ARITHMETICAL ORDER,

FROM

THE UNISON TO THE THIRTEENTH.

I HAVE lately met with an excellent little treatise on

harmony, the reading of which has given me both pleafure

and information; the title is dated 1731, consequently it

contains many exploded doctrines,^ but it likewise contains

principles which will be the basis of theory in 1800, or any

other century.

The author's biographers inform us that he became a

pedant in the latter part of his life, and only valued the

abstruse part of the science
;

but, in the abovementioned

work, he has condescended to explain his theory in such plain

terms, that I have preferred his rules and examples,* for the

management of the unison, to my own.

M
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^5 ta t c 1

Unison is a musical term IdrHwo, or divers, voices and in-

struments, or those strings of one instrument that sound the

same note in such a perfect manner that there is no difference

in the pitch : its thorough bass signature is an unit.

Ex'amgle^ of unisons which mpve to thirds, fifths, and sixths.

Example i .

j... »Jd..^I~'^—C^-S— Example 2.

Example 3. Example 4

I15 15 I I

The easiest method of playing unisons with the violin, tenor, or violoncello, is to sound one
with the open string and the other with a finger on the string which is tuned a fifth below it

:

O O O
I

I I I
I

f——'^ or with a finger on each string: ^"7^ ^
~J

h 4 4|4 4 4
.

In solos there are many passages in v/hich the unisons are performed one after the other

fl/ui still upon two stringsJ, to signify which the notes are written in the following manner

:

p^'^BCgq 53trsaB^ (SSSe^e^

0^ ^

j^^^^^

m 1 Sim.

2Basr

Sometimes they are v/ritten thus, with the fingering marked : ^
4040

but unisons are so often mixt with other chords in the repertory, that more examples here

would prove redundancies.

* When both par-ts move, it is better to go from the unison to the third m.inor, tl;an to go

to the major, i. To the minor we m.ay go either by oblique or by contrary motion ; but to

.the major we must by oblique or by similar motion : the first is the best. 2. We must avoid

a fifth after an unison by similar motion ; it is, good in oblique motion ; and is allowed in

contrary motion, one part moving a single degree. 3. From the unison we may go to the

sixth minor by contrary motion. 4. It is not very good by the other motions, because of the

large leap. But it is forbid to go. from the unison to the sixth major.

We must avoid an octave after an unison except by oblique motion. For this, as in two

unisons, or two octaves, is but as the divifion of a large note into smaller.

(a) These unisons lose much of their intended effect, if they are reiterated upon one strings

as in overtures, orchestra accompaniments, &c. &c.
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Any two notes sounded together, which are a tone or a major semitone distant from each

other in acuteness and gravity, produce that discord called a second ; the lowest note is the

discord, and may be prepared in any concord, and resolved in any but the eighth, conse-

quently it must fall to tlie resolution.

When this discord is introduced without preparation on the unaccented part of a bar, it is.

then called a transient second.

And if you remove these transient seconds to the accented part of the bar, the change'

of place begets a change of title, for in that situation they are denominated Appogiaturas(B);

perhaps this distinction will be more clearly demonstrated by treating the above transient

seconds as appogiaturas In a short example for the violin (as they lie so vv^ell for that instru-

ment).

(a) In common time, where there are two equal parts, or notes, in a bar, the first Is accent-

ed, and the second is unaccented ; and when there are four parts, or notes, in a bar, the first

and the third are accented, and the second and the fourth arc unaccented.

In triple time, where there are three parts, or notes, in a bar, the first only of the three is

accented, and the other tv/o are unaccented. Some authors would have the third to be also

accented ; but then, how can they prepare on an unaccen!.ed. part a discord that is to be
struck upon the accented part of the following bar.

Although every book of instructions contains this article, and in nearly the same words,,

many expressive modern compositions have not been measured by this square and rule.

(b) Appogiaturas are usually written in small characters, as may be secir further on, wlieiv. .

they are more particularly explained.

* Sopra 2'''"- Corda, means that the .passage is to be executed upon t]ic second string.
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6 6
This chord consists of four real parts (a), and retards the 4 or the 5.

3

EXAMPLES.
^ No. I

6 z 3 5 s 6 23 5 4

For the amusement and instruction of performers on the piano-forte, the 3 is introduced
in the following divertisement. 2

No. II.

=9= as
2^

j F F-
4

A similar prog-e-sion in the key of G.

^^^^^^^^^^
4

3

I
Led back to C by Ftj in the bass.

3 4
^ L

]

(a) a chord is said to liave four Teal parts, when it contains four sounds without octaves

or unisons ; a concord can only have three real parts.

(b) The figure 3, placed over three quavers, denotes that they are to be played in tlie time

of one crochet, but it is more frequently omitted than marked.
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No. IIT.

When the third is sharp it indicates the minor mode.

Cl

f—i
r

Example of six quavers, played with a minum or two crotchets ; in which our chord is twice prepared in the
same manner, but differently resolved.

iVo. IV.

A short strain for the Oboe, the third bar of which is extracted from 3.

No. -V. Tottpo di BilU. (c) 2

(a) This character I5; denotes a passing shake, therefore the B and C to which it is affixed, (In the third bar of

No. III.) are to be performed thus :

(b) As young practitioners may be a little surprised and perplexed on seeing two diffei'ent manners of marking

the time of the fourth example. It may not be improper to observe that ^ denotes the simple, and g the compound

common time, wiich are frequently played together.

zr . .

(c) Tempo dl Ballo are Italian words which assist the figures ^ In^marking the time of a dancing minuet»

N



An example for the VioHnj in which the intervals of the flat second, major 3d, and perfect

fifth, are in the second bar.

tsTo. VI,

Another for keyed instruments. The second bass note In the next example is accompanied by a major second,

major third, and extreme sharp fifth j but at A the second is minor, the third major, and the fifth perfect.

m 2 3
— 4 ^

=F—F—^=
* Although it has been observed that a single 5 or an 8 denotes a common chord, neither of them would be

a sufficient signature to direct the thorough bass player at the afterisms j becaufe the sharp third is an accidental,

that is a sharp nvh'ich is not placed at the cliff, yet either the 5 or the 8, or both, might be placed above the sharp

C 8 8

thus
5^ ^ 5 5 but the abridgment is preferable.

%
f When the notes of a chord are taken one after the other (as in the above examples) they are called arpeg

gios, v/hich arpeggios may be reduced to the dry chords of thorough bafs^ by
| ^ J ^ J | | ; t

striking them together thus

;
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. o
Either the fifth or the fourth must be prepared *, and it becomes the chord of the fifth and sixth at the reso-

lution of the second by the bass.

This chord may be drawn into passages for different instruments in the following manner.

(A)
- - -

-

"^^1
—

«

1 * a -1 Q K
(

(a) The notes of each chord may be inverted into various divisions, and genius will be the best director how
to make the arrano-ement. The first four bnrs in

&c.

(b) When a pa-ssage requires the first finger to be removed to the second fingers original placCj it is said to be.

in the second position.

The fourth is not prepared in any of tlie above examples, but these few notes will serve as a model.
.1 »

—1—
tj=C

5 0

4 5
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This chord consists of four real parts, three of which form a common chord above the bass, and as it occurs

much oftner in both natural and artificial compositions than any of the precceding chords, we will exhibit several

specimens of it, and begin with the major second, sharp fourth, and major sixth, it being the easiest to reduce to

practice, as it may be used with or without preparation ; but the bass being the discord, must resolve by
descending to the next degree ; the sharp fourth generally ascends, but sometimes it remains stationary.

No. I.

Cm ipirito wa non tro/i/io jireito.

EXAMPLES.
I

- J "

The major second, perfect fourth, and major sixth.

The fourth in this chord may either ascend, descend, or remain in the same degree, but the bass must always

descend.

No. 11.

-i

—

Y'
—

^

* When a dot is placed after a quaver rest, it is a substitute for a semiquaver rest ; when a double dot stands

after a crotchet, that crotchet is to be sustained the length of thr.e quavers and a semiquaver. See **

(a) This is part of a strain wherein a great man has introduced a discord in the latter part of the bar, and re-

solved it on the accented part of the next ; but at (b) the treatment of the same discord is conformable to the old

rule.

6
Observe that the common chord which stands above bass notes figured 4, in No. I. has a major third, but in

No. II. the third is minor. 2

f With spirit, but not too quick.



The minor second, perfect fourth, and minor sixth, are produced by adding a minor semitone below any
common chord witli a major third, which chord may be inverted, prepared^ and resolved i7i thefdlonving manner.

—

—

m—
-f- —

^

b

4- 6 ' 65
»

+ i

s

f

2b 6

b^

4f 6
'

7 tS-

m
This discord, when properly ilitroduced, seems to be in unison with the passion of sorrow ; for it renders the

following strain so uncommonly pathetic, that foreigners need not a translation of the words, to inform them
that the notes are the tones of a broken heart, and that the composer must have written them with his tearsv

Si
43:

f~r~-r—rf

^^^^^^^^
V:.ia ' ^ (A)

3 ^\^s^^^
and ac- quaint-ed wuti grief-

—ah » —[—

A man of for- rows and ac- quaint-ed with grief, &c.^ f-
a—

1

b e 1—

d

'—

c

1 J
(—H=l—U ^ -i el

6 4
2

7 7

i
6
4

By placing a note (a tone) belov/ the imperfect common chord, a major second, perfect fourth, and mihor-

sixth, are produced, ivhich chord is frequently inverted, prepared, and resolved as in thefolloiving example.-

(a) I have heard it related, that when Handel's servant used to bring him his chocolate in a morning, he often

stood with silent astonishment (until It was cold) to see his master's tears mixing with the ink, as he penned hi«

divine notes ; which axe surely as much the pictures of a sublime mind as Milton's words.

o
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6
4
2^

^ f§a:

The lowest note of the extreme sharp second, sharp fourth, and major sixth, is a tone and a major semitone

below the imperfect common chord, -which chord is inverted ,and prepared in two different manners in the next

example.

^—

»

I

r r

The same chord differently prepared and resolved.

5i*—

a

-ft-

f

1
3

Iff
6 • 5

The following plates, contain many specimens of the 4, variously mixed with other chords j on the first of

2

which is a short prelude for the piano-forte or harp, which may be made longer by attending to instructions on
the plate. This is succeeded by some fragments, which might appear monotonous, were they not so enriched

by their harmonious progressions. If any performers play the whole page regularly through, they will find the

transitions from one example to the other at the asterisms (**) unpleasant, from the chords not being relatives (a).

On the second plate, page 58, there is a sudden modulation from A^j, with a minor third, toEb, with a major

third, which can only be useful to those who may casually strike the former chord, and have to begin a lesson,

almost instantaneously, in the latter key. See cO".

(a), Chords are called irrelative, when they do not<;ontain some sound which is common to both : and F with

minor third has no note which is in the chord of the sixth to B. Example,

Nor have the common chords of A and Atj any sounds which are common to both

:

Therefore they follow each other inharmoniously.



For the Piano Forte or Harp, y^'^o Ifngthen thii .strain piny the 2"? Hii(

iiislcud of these thrte bars.

^7

1"^
Si

2P
6

2

s —

»

Ii
I
T7t > -#-f^

6 6 6
5 4- FragTTients of Harmony.

•
\

2

1 W-
11^=

-K ^ ^

TTj^ J - kJ .nj:^-H s

hf^; '
1 r

—~a~

\

Ui-i-r-

H» 9:9 '

piiilAlle^)

A. (1 A.
-d

5^
. r', 1

— %—

•

to^ .-,J-.-.5 r.--^—r—



'^^^ In this Kvample tl.e Discoid is intvoductd in the iattt r ^ (Bi>tit maj- le pluted ut the beginning

part ol the Bar contrary to the general rule

,f^
if^

(ly this tviflir^ alteration

6 4^ 6 6 4^ 6 6 4- 6
2 2 2 2 4.5

3

6 4t^6 66 (5

2 2 2
6 6 -J- ""s^

4. 5 ,

In this Pastorale it is prepared and resolved on the unaccented

part oF the measure agreeable to the precept.

The t'cllo-vviiig sudden transitions

are -^athtr proofs of \vhat njay te

done thun Avhat ought to he done,

jizj From A minor to E flut major.

Jal^' 11^ I

5^ 6 4 6 4^ 64r6 4 ^ 6
2 2 2 2 2 5

4<#

Frona C minor to D minor. higher in pitch*. The same a third higher. ^'o™ « n>ajor to F sharp major.

' ' f***- ' dfa. ' rT»^ 1—1—L—I

—

I

11
The next Syncopations mar he met >vith in several A. different melody to the same BafSj ana Second.
Compositions. '

|

j)_-J I i I I I I I

'

l1 a ditterent melody to the same Bals. and Second.

V3
-q- -O.

1
4. 6 5
2 3

2 6 54*»6 5 4.e54.654. « ^
2 2 2 2 5

The upper part varied altho' the four first Bars of the Bafs are exactly the same as [the! above.

p i0=

1
as ^ ^ it 'i'^

rr J j i ri i

4^ 6
2

4 6
2

^ 6 6 5

Sirnilar paf'sages in the minor mo de.
Slow

i

'3i"'>''- "f ^he txamples may he tvanspos_p(! in (he same manner as those where the a.stevi are, and the CadencPR m^^
If-nft iiiem p'-i f r to the minor or the tn ijnr I'c-v.s hy iltering thr thirds, See'f*



The chard ofthe major 2^ perfect 4^]^ and minor 7^ retards the common chord with a

major 3^ by an appogiaturainthebass j {
lj-ft" And the minor 2^ perfect 4^1^ and

minor 7*)^ retards the common chord wi^K a^nino?3^ in a similar manner,

Tlie following" is an Violtni
r

example wherein |he vioia

major 2^ perfect 4?:^ and W) • » f 1
* 1 ^ ^ ,

minor y^.*^ are elegantly in {•/ pjgjiFPpPFe^ntlyi

troducedupon abass\»hi(h>^ q
remains stationary,

seeA inthp second bar.^

AtB the'7visma>or,>hic

is adiordthatfollows for

our next consideration.^

^^^^^
Ta « ^ ^ appun^to di mai

^
sor te flla pre-ve-do il reo te .

6 Jf
no — re

,

8

i

i
An excellentGermanwTiter upon^ subject of Thorou^bass, calls ^ 2 2 or 2 all chords of the

sharp seventh,and says "whenever the contracted signature is lessthan^ it occasions confusion;' But
as many of his countiymen^ well as Frenchmen of celebrity figure it with a single f I shouldbe inat-
tentive tomy readers if I were not to cite a few ofthe first mentioned Authors precepts and examples
for the regulation of that chord which is produced by placing- tl "

~

common. chord,to the 7. of the Key above the key note

.

When the 24 4.'^^ and 7^}^ are introduced
upon a resting- bass,all the intervalsma^be
freely struck and afterwards ascend,

| |
Bxitwhenthebassmoves,itisusual to prepare theupper parts.
The maybe used without preparation ^bxit in both

these last instances it falls to the resolution.

Both the major and minor 6*]^may be received in our
chord with and without preparation,but th^ afterwards

fall to the 5^, by which the common chord in resolving-

preserves its fullness : An exact marking* of the
fig-ures is here absolutely necessary. .

MM
4 T

The second m,ay fillup our chord or may not as it shall b^requir«
i^y while the 7. and 4 . are suspended, see + above.

— 3

ed: In one of the last

examples the 6^1^ resolves into the 5^

When the 5*^ in our chor(^isJaken for the 5*]^ part it is suspended; it may and it may not
be in the preceeding- chord, e last chord is made perfectby it,and you retain four sing-le

partsintheplaces when the 2^ is omitted, see 6 . ^

'

^'-^
- i\fiAhMxAF^

till
2

i h
1

3 3 4 3 4 3

We must here ag-ain attend to the resolving- of the 7^^ that we may not confuse our

proposition with the chord of the and 7^^ for the signature of both is the same. The

fourth, and fifth examples are sometimes marked with the 9 instead of the 24



Tiif above is hy some Mastefs called, 'Jir t},ord oF eU.-. enth/Rnd otheri the sliarp .seventh.- The fijjure 4 is the
tepfesentative of the eU-Tenili, , ar.d is always " perfect &s wtli as tV.e fifth^- hut the 2^ and 7^ are majoy .

ThU Cho:ri^ is isii;t;rT>.-oveK> -.vith i uifedoi.ian Cuderces ir. the follo-T^ inj^ Sxainple in ^vhich it is used without preparation
upon a hafs that comtitiues, Ciin the same dej^ree, hut It is prepared -ivhen the hafs moves; tho.se who prepare the h

the g^i'#t} ha-ve littii- respect either for musical i.aws or Ears. The 2- and 7^ ascend to

the resolution, the roarth sceT.d:;, and the FsftK rfrfiaiii.-. .stationary'.

E'«:arfiple in tlie -Scot* iStile

Andantino

rir

-j,^^i;ji.iiJ]rni

fiii'i 1

4 1

[i^ii

Cliord of the Thirteenth
the 13 - in this chord is figured

hy a 6 which may he either
major or minor.

Explanation how this Chord Harmonizes the following- Example.

i*^oB. Accordinj^ to the ^(-neral rule whenever the 6*1" is mentioned/ it means the thirteenth .

In the second bar the 2- and 7*-^^^^ freely used without preparation, hut all the Intervals re.solve

into a common chord upon the same hafs note: '

r ,' th'' 7--^ ^"^^ '^^ resolved

into the chord of the eleventh. At the 10*3^ bar it is introduced in a .similar manner, but the fc>^I' is minor;
In the 175^ bar the whole chord is prepared, and in the IS'*!" all the Intervals except the 6*1' hecau&e the bafs
moves after the preparation. In the 22^ bar the 8*2" retards the 7'*^ which is an effectivi^ fashionableth

Apogiatura; and in the last bar the only is prepared .

Andante

8

f.
The notes in Staccato passajses should be performed as if

*
cc^-^

were rests between them,°but where the word lecsato is
affixed, they should ^lide sweetly into each other . .
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(0 .1 J J. if?!

17
J,

18

...j^ri^il-ni .iiJJJJi /jj Ji
--^

01

r^T^
-¥

Q—

1

i ' t .

:1

b 5 .5

^1

H 'V /I
'

•2.

« r '1

r jr^—

^

-^-^ ff ?

^^=%
(• =

Da Capo

41

-1 —

1—p—-

—

i

5
• ^ 1

The upaccompanied paf/sages in the ahove example are mevt-ly L-oHuced to render the choT-ds Tnore imprefiive .

The fifth in this Chord mwst be always perfect, the second major or minor and either may he doubled

Fragiiients to shew how different Masters have treated the above Chord.

l1
]^j,|Jj,lJ]|J||j'^rjAjjjr||

^'J.!J.J|J

If
I l»

.Jo. 6 <^5— 6i7-3 — 6 A

—^ r>w ,.>,0^ HI J J nl

5-6

^^^^^ M -

m
> 7 6' 6 IB a' 6 *; ti'

"

^ 6 3

The Chord of the 2^ and 5^^^ interwoven in a little modulation: In which the Intervals of
each Chord are taken one after the other.

For the Piano Forte, Harp or Harpsichord.

It

^5 ^The resolution of th. ^ tal.. ,', place ^^^.^^j fjj.^^ accompanied bv a fourth is introduced hefe to'lhe- that tl.the obelisk r foi mer is not (>. epar» d like the lotter but thev hnth mix he i e.< ol i - d into the 6



It is rather extraordinary that the most fertile Composers have uniformly prf'iV rr\l rlu

following- progression, to the charms of novelty in their reg-ular Crescendo's; For alilv) ii mrr i

be acknowledged that the effect of such passages is generally pleasing" "when they are gracfuaily

encreased from Piano to Forte by a multifarious Band, y^t others mightbe soug ht

for and found by men of Genius. "* "

A similar prog-ression cited from the works of a Composer whose Death was sincerely,

reg-retted by all eleg-ant performers on the Piano Forte.

An ingenious Author (in a small musical Tract of g-re^^t cele brity^ says "that the sostenuto

and firm notes are as improper for soprano Voices, as moving- and diminished rotes are for
Tenors ;"But I have h^ard the following- Divisions so neatly articulated by a Tenor, and the

holding" notes so perfectly sustained by Sopranos,that the effect was truly delightful

.

Such examples as the above may be sung- by three Ladies who by changing" the lines al^
ternatcly may not only acquire a facilitvof running- Divisions,but an effective method
of swelling- and diminishing- long- note's .
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The third (major or minor) is an agreeable concord,' the former of which is more expressive of cheerfulness

than the latter : two minors follow each other better than two majors ; but, in serious as well as in comic com-
positions, the best masters have preferred a succession of mixed thirds ; and surely the most inexperienced har-

monist will never write such a regular gradation of major tliirds as the following :

If any of our readers should have curiosity and patience enough to torture their ears by a performance of the

above disagreeable octave of major thirds, they may be relieved from their painful sensations by these models,
which have charmed millions:

We there-fore pray thee help thy ser- vants ivhom thou hast re-deem -ed with thy pre- cious blood.

The above and the following strain, which, but with one exception, consist entirely of thirds, will but convey

a very faint idea of the wonderful effect which they produced in Westminster Abbey, by being excellently sung

and sounded, in the course of a performance that dignified human nature, and which, to the honour of England,

was never equalled in any other country.

It is best to begin a regular ascent with a major third, and a descent -with a minor.

It is not recommended to end with the third above the key note in two parts (a) : the unison is preferable, see (b)

in the next example.

Many of our ladies are so well taught, so ingenious, and so nimble-fingered, that they can run from the bot-

tom to the top of the piano-forte, with a succession of thirds, in the time of a psalm-singer's Breve ; and others

articulate the following divisions so neatly, that one would imagine the Italians had transplanted their vocal ex-

cellence into this kingdom.
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A division for two voices composed entirely of mixed thirds (a).

A SOS pi rar.

Such simple thirds as the following are easily executed upon one violin, and may be played by Tyros, imme-
diately after they have learnt their gamut, with two flutes, hautbois, or clarinets (b).

Fme (C)

The underpart may be varied throughout in this manner.

The composers of solos for the violin frequently follow a third with a fourth in a regular ascent.

6

Thirds that move by d.grees are often accompanied by thirds which move by skips.

Example.

Voices

(a) The Italians, very judiciously, set their divisions to those syllables in which the open vowel A is followed

by flic consonant R.
(b) It is a general custom to write music for the clarinet in the keys of C and F, but the above strain is so

extremely simple, that moderate performers will not find it difficult in the key of D.

(c) Repeat from the sign • to the word Fine ,Oi.
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The above chord is g-encrally called the small sixth and it is too frequently marked with a
sing-le 6 • as those who figure with an abridg-cment. ought to place a three under a four thus J

:

That species^f it wherein the 3^ is minor, the 4.^^ perfect and the major,gives as much
effect to elegfiint Compositions as the 7*.^ from which it is derived..

EXAMPLES.

The7^ in this chord is often used as an uppoggiatura tothe last chord \^hichwe exibitcd ^
d it is frequently used by way of transition as in the first bar ofthe following" exarand it is frequently used by way of transition as in the first bar ofthe following" example;

But when the 3^ or the 10^1^ is at thi- top of the chord it isg-enerally followed by the ^vhich

fourth, seventh and ninth ought all to descend to the resolution.

Andantino EXAMPLE..
see the sixth bar.

This chord is g"enerally followed by the chord of the seventh, therefore the sixth

is the only interval which need be prepared . ^ ^
The following- short example will shew how easily the g may be chang"ed into ^.

+ , *

"Allegro ^ s

(ii)- The many different names which Authors haA'e jJiven to the same Intervals und chords niuvt be frequently
perplexin<^ and useless to youn^ students* therefore I shall prefer those Avhich Iconsider to be the most simple and
impressive for theTCXt, and suhjointhe Syno nj' ma,^vhen it appears absolutely necessary in notes.

(by Every other S|(jecies of tliis chord may be met with by those who haA-e patience to view tlie wliole of tlie Repertory.. (by Every other species of tliis ch
fc) Altho 1 have placed

''f before f h...
_j

... ^ ^ ..ere, Authors in geneneral consider the 0.' in the former cliord as an
^Ppo^i^^t^fa to the-^..^ in the latter, and use only the fidure seven wifli the accidental flat for the thorough-
bass signature thus .

th d
'

(a) DTusicians in order to simplify the harmonic art call the 10. a . the former heinsi an octave
to the latter. It is not cu s t omfrry^ to repeat a fixture in marking thorough-bass, but to sijinify the con-
tinuation of it by a stroke thus T ^ ,

'

^
(K) T}ie abridger may omit the .'i • in figuring this chord and mark it thu^ 6'.

(C)^ Observe the same notes (in the treble 1 i ne ) wh ich p ro d u re the chord ^" when the bass note is the
fjft.'i of the Key, give the ^ Avhen the key note is the bass, see the Aster ism* ^
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I

The bitter cries of naked fourth1^are so allocking- to the ear s of a

feeling* Composer that he never sufiersthem to remain long' in any situati on

^thout cloathing-; Hovv disagreeably this group howl without their associate

N9 1. ^-j-Jj
I

I

I I J
hoM^ pleasantly they sing* in four

the sixth' ^j
^n^'^^^t-^^

parts when he and his companion
'

1 r the eighth join them.
r-

X«2.

The fourth accompanied with the fifth is a discord that was as much used by the best
harmonists of the last Century as it has been by every class of Composers in this:When
it is introduced on a resting* bass^^it resolves into the 3^ f

"

Its effect so much re.

scnlBles the sAI^ fV)ilQWedby the - ^
alternately in>uj|iifo^m strains

that they are frequently introduced

n]T)io tliese t\vo parts are ir.octmx- hivlif-r tiiaii t)io4e abi
ba.SjS' at nqi ^ the clir.r^.v are„Sfi]l f;ulied by th
ami maVKerf ^vlt}l t h v .'.ame ticsure.s.

ove the' same
e same nanu s

i
1^ i

e- .1^ ©-
These two Discords are often resolved into the 6 . upon a moving* bass
prepared as in the following* beautiful Example.

-I -NQJ.

inqviiig Bass . ^ >

fa.^ Tht -vs'riters on particular ai'ts sometimes use terms ^vhich may appear absurd to men of Letters, and. perhaps I shall

-not escape their censure for copying mnr bvother Professors in calling 4 1 .unaccompanied na/tet/^UtMs BlViA agreeatle

Airs well set in marij^ parts melodies c/oof/ief/ /itjroo'</Aetr/mlfny

.

(b) In counting distances in t^vo parts it can make- n'o difference whether we begin with the highest or

-lowest r-ote, But in three and four parts it is of consideratle importance, which ii- prqved Jby - tlie first and:

-second Examples in this pa^ge. For n2 I'is'a succession of 4 1" j^flu- last note eoicepted) xvhich >4 ^ art all in

h9 2 but frona the Bass bein^^s added {jelow, they hecome a succession of S i xes ac c onip ani ed with .5$ -''and Uepli.

cates; And if the distances were cou.ited froin tJie hi'^liest note in n^ 2 the first Interval would be a ^'i'.

_ anki the bass would be a sixth, whereus niusicwans have TTuiversnlly ajireed to write the chord which
is called the fourth and sixth to D thiis

same line or sptice

;h makes a progress

(c) In this cace a resting bass note is"^ that which ~c'?uTinues on (or witliin^ the s

untill the resolution of the discord takes place see n2 3 and 4< .* But the bass which
sion to the resolution (either degrees or skips^ is termed a moving bass see u° O .

"it ifc K. general rtile to plaj common chords to bass notes without figures" so sa^ s every

* ri a ti ',e- tliat 1 have read on thorouali bass, fcut if the learner were to acoompanv tlie Bass to

vy. 5 I. \' this Instruction the effect ^vf)uld be ^ i ry ofFensi^ e,' In co(i.seqiience of whicli if ^^as thou^iht neces-

pvivy to add anotlier general rule here thatseemin^lv contradicts the above ,
which i.s "no f to < hange a chord upon

a passing ba = s note but to continue it untiJ] tJje change is denoted by a new iijJiire" see thf' abo\ e citation

from tKjs .^Staljat niater where the letter p is placed bf low each pnisin'^ bass note jathe 2*^4: .'i^ bars.
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The chord of the fourth and sixth (sviys Ron^seiiuy is the most insipid inversion

of the perfect accord, however it is of g-reat use in harmonical professions and ^hen

it is preceded by the common chords to the key note and fourth of tKe key
^

^^^ '

and succeeded by the common chords to the fifth of the key and the key ' f"

note it forms one of the terminations of musical Periods commonly called \,

p ^ the fourth and sixth estdence. |p: :: |

The concord of the 4^1^ and 6^1^ is often followed by the discord of the 4^} and cadences.

5 - and \
imitted,)

In S parts t)ie .5 -

octave may be omitter

When the chord oftjie^ is followedby^, either the fourth, or seventh, or both, should
be in some part of the chord "which precedes it in order to soften its harshness Vypn^itnition.

The/- prepurerf
but not resolved.

1 he 4*!.*and ^'1? prtpaitd

the former resolved

.

i p

Both the 4^1' and / 'l*

prepared and resolved.

But when the chord of the |_ is followed by the ^ it is frequently

used without preparation in either of the 3 positions.
The student will perceive by the above and the following-

examples that the fourth and seventh descend to the resolution

and that they g-enerally resolve after each other

J*

There are some inaccuracies inthe last example and in the next; which are very apt to decieve even
educated ears, the worst' of which are the consecutiye 5^2^ at , the asterisnfis.



The following- example is more simpl|^ad^i cfe^^'t^ two last and has
griven pleasure to uncultivated ears .

•«

Ancfantino

/ Thoroug-h bass players are too apt t6 mistake th^^hord of
the

I,
and strike | instead of it, but the difference between

.

them will be easily .perceived in these two short examples,

i 4f

r"*?

—

_ fbThe interval of the sharp fourth is a minor semitone more than the perfect 4?ir and a

major semitone less than the perfect 5^!^ The natural resolution is that the bass must
fall a deg"ree and the upper part rise one, the parts thereby: meeting- in a minor sixth

It is of great use in modulation as you may always chang-e the mode you are in by-

introducing- it upon the key note. *.

EXAMPLES. In 4 parts the 6. & 2*?

are .taken with i* .

P m
4/ G

A great Composer has used it in the following" manner by which example the learner will per-

ceive that any or all its deri^'atives maybe introduced beft)rethc resolution takes place, see |^

iV 1/

It requires both practice and genius to introduce it correctly with passing- notes andthe young-

student Mho is only acquainted with dry chords will be astonished to see so many ofthe accented

notes in the next example so foreign to the Harmony which w denoted by the fig-ures

.

i
n -, <3

,
6 4- 3: 4f

i
A Doctor of Music who was the delig-ht of the ag-e

(j ^-^
# *—

^ '
i-^ ^^

in which he flourished has used the sharp 4- in this W
' ^.

'

extraordinary manner. ,

The old masters avoided the leap of a sharp 4L in their vocal
melodies but the great use which the modem Itali^ins have made of it encouraged me to hazard
it in a quick song- which convincedme that the Interval is difficult to hit exactly as tlie
passag-e to which I allude is mdre frequently sung- thus -^-j^jj »i than thus- gz

^^jj^
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The interval of the imperfect fifth is a minor semitone less than the perfect fifth, and a major semitone more

than the perfect fourth: it is the nearest division of the octave on keyed Instruments, as feven

—-n -ir-
keys must be struck to sound the gradual ascent from F to B, by semitones ; ^ jj^ &

and the ascent from B to F requires the fame; ^-Q-MZ^~*'~<Ej?: (a) It vi^as observed in the last

page that the highest note of the sharp fourth rises, and the lowest falls to the resolution, till they meet
—45—I 1-

sixth minor

;

m a

and the lovi-est rises till they meet in a third major

but in the chord of the imperfect fifth, the reverse Is the case, as the highest falls

J—-J-
It Is accompanied In four parts by a third

and sixth.

One of the examples, In page 46, shews that the chords of the sharp fourth and the flat fifth (b) may fucceed

each other in a chromatic defcent ; and they are fo often interwoven with other chords in the Repertory, that it

would be only teazing my readers with repetition to exhibit more examples than the following here ; and thefe

are merely meant to prove that modern composers would not have written many effective passages if they had
paid a strict obedience to that precept of ancient theorists, which fays " You must not skip to an imperfect fifth

in vocal melodies."

is:

e quest al ma o giusti nu- mi in sue de fe- sa The

t=t.

hills the groves

i
plea- sure there rii sooth thee to re- pose

The perfect

fifth above B
natural.

-e-

—

—
9-o~— The perfect

fifth below F
iiaiutal.

The most ignorant composers are generally the most illiberal critics, and hover over the works of successful

cotem.poraries with eagles' eyes, watching so attentively for their prey (consecutive fifths), that they are 'blind and

deaf to the beauties of style and grandeur of design, which dignify an impassioned composition ; yet such discou-

ragers of genius seldom know more of the harmonic art than one of the rules for the treatment of this chord,

viz. " that tivo perfect fifths can only succeed each other by contrary tnotlm /" and with this superficial knowledge
they Imagine themselves qualified to be musical censors •, but I might as well usurp the name of a profound

grammarian because I knov/ the difference between there is and there are. Will any person, who has a s^oul for

harmony, be fool hardy enough to tax the composer of our wonderful Messiah with a lack of musical erudition,

because an Ill-natured censor, with no disposition to be pleased, after laborious researches, difcovers a forbidden

progression of fifths in fome part of his glorious works ? Surely the elegant Addison is not to be called ignorant

because the slips of his pen have furnished Dr. Lowth with a few quotations of bad grammar.

(a) Arithmeticians may think It strange that sometimes ^a 4 and at other times a 5 should denote intervals,

which are so nearly at the same distance from unity. It was therefore thought necessary to observe, that practi-

cal musicians never use 4^, 4^, 4|, In their thorough bass signature, but mark the addition to the true fourth with

a dash through the figure thus 4|., and the subtraction from the perfect fifth thus 5, which explanation ('tis hoped)
will make this singularity appear lefs paradoxical.

(b) Flat fifth, false fifth, defective fifth, lesser fifth, diminished fifth, and semidiapents is expressing imperfect

ffth by diffeient words.
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This digression would not have been made if I had not met with some unworthy chara£lers of the above"

description, who might profit by studying Pope's Essay on Criticism, until they remembered such couplets as

the follov/ing :

" Survey the whole, nor seek slight faults to find,

Where nature moves, and rapture warms the mind."

Those who have paid attention to what has been faid concerning the treatment of fifths from page 15 to page

19, will perhaps consider what is added here as superfluous : but as many persons, who dislike to read a much
better book than this entirely through, may conclude that the above digression is a toleration of a defeat. It may
not be improper to paint this defect in its worst colours here.

Although the fifth, when accompanied by a major third, is universally acknowleged to be the most perfect part

of harmony
5
yet this chord, when struck to every note of the diatonic scale, in a regular succession, can only

be boyne by the ears of thoie who ought to study any useful accompljfliment in preference to music.

EXAMPLE.

O:

For the fake of variety and methodical arrangement, I will exhibit the law respecting fifths, that was laid:

down by an excellent judge, and which has been so much respected as- to be generally obeyed by correct

writers for more than half a centur^'-.

" From the fifth to the unison is good by oblique motion ; we may also go by contrary motion, one partmoving

a single degree, but it is bad by similar motion;

n

i
-©-

From a fifth we may go to either

third by all the motions, but best by the oblique. The next best way to the third'minor is by contrary motion>

and to the third major is by the similar ; both these by single degrees.

I

r r
A false fifth, or semidiapentey may immediately follow a perfect fifth, provided it be also immediately succeeded

by a third gradually, and by contrary motion;

From the fifth to either sixth is best by oblique motion ; it is also allowed by similar motion, one part moving
a single degree; and it is allovv'^ed ascending, but not descending, to go by leap from the fifth to the sixth minor,,,

bat not to the mafor.

23:

In passing from the fifth through a sixth to the octave, the sixth must be major, never minor,- and that by con-

trary motion

;

H"0 XX

in

"We must avoid taking an octave, after a fifth, by leap,

similar motion ; it is good by oblique and contrary motion, and may be allowed by similar motion, one part

Eioving a single degree
j

-.e-
I I j

-p-

XX
-e-
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It is the custom in Eng-land to print the tenor part of vocal compositions in the treble

cliff which often offends the Eye and when performed by soprano voices also offendsthe
ear; Because a sing"er even with the most extensiye treble voice is incapable of sounding-
the real tones of a low tenor part; In consequence of which octaves are substituted,wbich
mode ofperformance is frequently productive of false Harmony as a succession of fomlhs
accompanied by 6^. (which is very g-ood) becomes by the inversion a succession of5,
(n-hich is very bad) this will appear more evident by the following- faithful transcript
taken from the printed score of a most capital opera .

fra lac - - ----- - ci
trag-gufra lac-, -

,
ciil pi^.

trag- g-a fra Isfc^ . - ci trag-gafra lac - ^ ci. IPi 1
' '

4

traggafra lac - ^ « - - - -ci trag-ga fra

6 fi

•r>^?pi^^r
irrrirrri'frniT^Mg ^

and the sounds in the

tretle clifF should he

the following to ren-

der the Harmonv as

perfect as he meant it.

H
lac- - -- -- -- -- -ci traggafra lac-ci il pie.

OVERSIGHTS.
It will hardly be credited that the following- irregularities are extracted from Authors who

have excelled in every species of musical Learning- and produced a boTindless varietybytheir genius.

f'rf

^This passo^ge has grated the eors of an

opcT-fl audience at least 200 nights •

&C

mm
1^

HIDDEN
When a 3*J o r a 6*rmoves to a £>; in

FIFTHS.
a;similar motion the passage is said to contain a hidden

fifth, which technical term may appear strange to all but Harmonists who . avoid such
progressions as much as they do a succession of visible 5^^^

*-
' •

"
' '

'

'

EXAMPLE.
I I^

J

* d ^—1 I I n rl H " ^^"'^The dots are placed hetween the imperfect
I 1 — II aI l i n o I r Q |T~ ^"'^ perfect concords to point out to the reader

^ {
I

\

—
]
—^— those imaginarjr or invisible fifths.

The old Composers of Madrigals often used consecutive perfect concords in full

Harmony by the Contrary motion; but such prog-ressions in two parts seem to have

been as offensive to Ancient, as they are to modern ears.

"Whoever plzys ihe extreme parts

of this exumpie (without the intermedin

EXAMPLE. •^•^ *"

» « -Q- '
'

I I
'( '^3?^ ^ ate parts) will acknowledge t^^e^uth

above assertion.



The greatest masters have modulated upon a bass that remains stationry with a succes^

sion of 5^1^* and have sometimes followed an octave with a fifth in a similar

motion, which the resider mray perceive by comparing the first Violin mth the

Tenor in the next Example.
A. Professor in arranging" a (harming-

little song" for the piano forte,hasmade the

following" mistake,which the Composer's

score rectifies.

Violins.

Viola.

Bass.

The Adapter> The Composer>

Two chords are frequently placed above one bass note; and it is as common
for a fifth to be succeeded by a sixth in a reg^ular ascent as it is for a seventh to

be followed by a sixth in a g-radual descent, which are called Sequences and we will

exhibit these sequences upon the Gamut as a Symphony to some HARMONICAL
PUNS made, to SHAKESPEARS whimsical lines on the Tetrachord^'')in Recitative

Accompanied which Recitative would be intolerable without the Symphonies (or

Accompaniments) and the most experienced Harmonist will allow that it is dif-
ficult to make such quick transitions (as from G to A fromA to B and from B to C)

pleasing". '

Morferato

Ganimut.

^a^ The Tetrachord pimply called a fourth) was a favorite interval with the Ancients which they filled ^

^
Diatonic. • Chromatjc Ei liarnioaic

up in three different manners and distinguish'd thenJhy the following names tJ

*

^

j||
tJ

'J
-J

'^y^ 3 :
11m

The moderns cannot express the latter upon their key'd Instruments tut strike the same key for both notes see**
in the afeow recitative where E sharp is succeeded by F natural .

Thfe modern chromatic tetrachord is filled up thus

and ifwe transpose the last a fifth higher thus

^jl],J'ltfl.j^^and the Diatonic thus^^^^^

—~ and unite them thus E ~ I~Em the

unity forms the diatonic scale (that faithful guide in.all simple compositions) whfch is by so many writers acknow.
led^ed to be the production of JVature that the Readers are astonished so useful a Cammut was not dif.covered

"

for so many centuries.
The notes of our immortal Bards tetrachord are these 1 the real tones of which

Garnmut. A re. B mi. C faut.
can only be sung by Bass Voices, therefore the Composer of the -aid recitative has taken fi-e IJherty to pun with
double octaves for the use of trebles , Avhich mi^ht mislead those who ar'e unacH«ainfeW wlt^
titles of notes (^If their proper names had not been added) see a a la mi re .S;c. &:c.
{h) Sometimes the word Cammut is used for the first note of the common sr.] e and som^tim.

7 to P'

th*" Guidonia'n

;a.le itst If

.



Gamut I am tlie ground of all ac- cord

iL .1 a la mi re
it I K N

V tf
*

3z:

A re to plead Hortensio's passion B mi Bianca

H 'T 4 s—

*

r
Andantfe to atnoposo

A re

U_4^.= ^ 1

take me for thy Lord
I )i a rm o n 5 C

rt^^
V i

A—^-r —

1

c c sol fa ad lib??

Rissager; ^hrch rnala- an AIR beautiful, deform, a RECITATT\'E ,theTeforethebestIialianma'?ters
never write Semibreves or Minims in the Voice part,but leave it entirely to the discrcticui ottlic
smgvrs to accelerate or relax the time (agreeable to tJu ir feelings) 'andth().sc wh.* are accustomed to
the stile of Recitative will most probably sing- the underwritten notes insteadofthose atA&B.

A
passion C f;i ut thai loves that loves wit]i .ill :>f
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(a)
^

The chord ofthe ^treme sharp Fifth consists oftwo maTor ^^^placed above eacTfi other; ;
11^^^

^generally preceded and succeededby a common chordorthe diord oftliesix<hasin€iefoI]o-uing-k;u^^^^

V i
•

"J' m -m

f r

^ J •

.

rr'

-ff-—1 H 1 1 # —A— -ll-rr-O—U-Sr-M ^*4^-lL^

/> 7 T
4^ 3

Atryal will convince any person that it is not easy to sing- alternately the Int* rval s

of a chord consisting- of tw o major thirds
j |

In consequence of which few?
Composers write such passages in their vocal ntelodies; yet I have heard them efiVctivelv

introduced in an old Balla d thus ifr-J^-j^ ^
I

' ^ sing'sr ^hose least merit
hitting difficult distances^Ml accuracy.'^r^T^f^J—f^
The three followi hg- Extracts will shew howxjqme celebrated Authors have foilowed th e

model to i mitate than 1.

VAllegro 1/

h-*—^

—

5
'

4. 1^
Viol; 1™«

Viol: 2^.^

Viola.

Bassoon

Solo.

Basso.

«

fa

r

»"F—1

1— «

-

-[

?^*
p

Senza Oi'i'
o

4 no

5 6 i> 6 56
(UtAMM.

6
6
5

6
4. ;

5
i

Mb
J j'TTV

^""^ Tlie reader will observe that the note which makes the extreme sharp 5^. to the bass

(whether it is in tlie middle or at the top of the chord) always rise s to the resolution

see ^ 1^ It is customary to call this a transient chord.
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TKe score of the song wlilch the last example Is cited from, like a dlvlue composition of Raphael, will delight

and instruct the student in every age. I have heard a rigid theorist assert " that the repetition in it is super-

abundant," but it is not that tiresome repetition of a passage, one note higher each time, which the Italians justly

eensure, and call Rosa/ia (a), but a repetition that is ahvays welcomed by the attentive ear, such repetition as

heightens the effect of Paesiello's, and Boccherini's admirable compositions. The abovementioned captious

critic likewise objected to the tenor's iterating tire same tones which are sustained by the solo instrument j but

if he were to hear this air sung and accompanied in England, and not become a convert, it. certainly would be

but an act of justice to place his name very high in the list of hypercritics.

Although the voice part fcalled by the Italians Cantilena) is elegant and impressive, yet the bassoon is so at-

tractive, that the concluding symphony is never rendered inaudible by a clamorous encore, but listened to with

silent rapture, that best applause to sublime performances..

Having dared to differ in opinion with a foreign theorist respecting, the merits of our national favourite, the

reader, who has not the score to refer to, will probably say that I ought to have given a longer extract from it,

but method and the limits of this volume confine me here to examples of the fifth followed by the sixth, or,

such is my veneration for the producirions of its composer, that I could fill the book with his excellencies.

Among the models for Imitations in the third part is a section drawn- by the same masterly hand, as a farther

proof that his designs are not for an age " but for alF time." The composition alluded to is an unpublished

duet for a tenor, and bariton (b), which has been exhibited to such an advantage (by two of our capital town;

singers) as to enrapture the whole country at the music meetings. It is to be hoped that the whole of this

model will be brought before the eye of the public, as It will prove a monument to perpetuate the author's bene-

volent feelings, and remind man of his duty.. For this is the inscription :

Here shall soft charity repair.

And break the bonds of grief,

Down the harrow'd couch of care,

Man to man must bring relief (c);"' :

(a) Being accustom.ed (when a boy) to play Lulli's popular minuet, I had not much trouble to recollect this

glaring instance of Rosalia, which is Hkewise cited by a celebrated French composer :

Yet a man of genius will sometimes render this sort of repetition pleasing in natural melodies, as many audi=

tors can teflify who have been delighted with the following characteristic example :

(b) a voice between a tenor and a bass.

(c) For this and other. valuable portions of.MSS, I confider myself much*hehoklcn to the Conductovi of our;

Lent oratorios.



For the information of young vocal students, it may not be improper to preface tlie examples of the sixth

with the following article.

About the eleventh century Guido (a) selected six syllables from the first strophe of a hymn to St. John the

Baptist, and applied them to each hexachord, thus i

B quadro, or Duram Hexachord, Natural Hexachord,

mi

Ut re mi fa sol la Ut re mi fa sdl la

B Flat, or Molle Hexacliord.

Ut re mi fa sol la

Of thefe mi and fa always distinguish the .place of the semitones, and the other intervals from ut to re, and

isom re to mi, fa to sol, and sol to Ja, were always tones, but whether major or minor was not determined.

Sixth.

The sixtli by inversion becomes a third (b). i
Third, Third.

3z:=rrr

I have often heard perfons, who never studied compostion, sing a pleasing second to a natural melody with

Jio other part of harmony but an agreeable, mixture of thirds and sixes.

And it frequently happens that the same bass which accompanies sixes will harmonize equally well with

thirds, which is proved by the following extract from an author who has furniftied this work with many illustra-

tive' examples.

First strain.

?1 1 ! ! !
-

Second strain.

It is worthy of obfervation that the sixes below the jnelody in the first strain by being written an octave

higher forms the melody of the second ; and the following bass may be played with either.

'i'he bass tu both strains.

(a) Musicians have their Gmdo as well as painters.

(b) The inversion meant here, is placing the highest note an octave lower, or the lowest an octave higher.



ANOTHER EXAMPLE.
In which tv*o bars of eleg-ant thiTds , become by inversion as eleg-ant sixes.

77

=^Hf PI p i rn. !-S=g=B=

And both are accompanied wiih the same bass,

When the 5^]^ is struck soundedjat the same time "with the 6^1^ to ziny Bass note j

the former is treated as a-discord; But this part of Harmony is so often used in the
Repertory that a few Cadences in different Keys will be sufficient to exemplify it here .

Authors have given to thi s

chord the name ofthe great sixth

3^enthe fifth is perfect and the

.sixth major.

But when the 5 . is imperfect
and the sixth minor, it is called
the chord ofthe False fifth

.

There is no occasion lo mark
a minor 33 Or a minor 6^1? to any
bass note,'\^hich is accidentally sharp.

The reader will observe that the chord of the je-reat sixth is g"iven to bass notes
which ascend a Tone to the perfect chord, and that of the false fifth to those
which ascend a semitone.

There is another species of this chord^sed chiefly in minor keys) if^'^"

which consists of a perfect ^*]^ extreme sharp 6^}^ and major 3^ the Ji/ ^
bass of which g-enerally descends . r;.: - ;

-.. ^
: jr^t ^ i

The hig-hest note of the last chord is the fourth of a tone nearer to the bass,
than the; minor seventh,yet both are: sounded with the s^me keys on the Piano forte .

,

They are very differently treated in Harmony as the former ^
rises, and the latter falls to the r^saiiition, - - •

Sing*ers will readily acknowledg-e the difference between ^
them, as the distance of the extreme sharp is as difficult, ^gf^^^P^-
as the minor sevetith is easy to hit exactly-L either with or 23
without the intermediate parts. '— —

^ff-
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The minor seventh, accompanied v^ith a major third and perfect fifth is .so

pleasant a chord that Geminiani in the following' situation considers it as a con^
cord and prepares a discord with it.

1-

4. 3 ^

[ II

6

—S-

6
1 i

,

11*^
' "

II '|.: 4 ' -1

"

The full chord of the minor 7 . may be drawn into melody for, the '\^iolin.

Oboe, Tenor, or Violoncello by taking- the four sounds alternately; And a frequent

practice of the following- natural succession may enable young- performers tr? acquire

a readiness in changing* the keys whil' they are modulating-

.

Jri'"!rji^^r ri bJ l '"^l'j. ll iJ0 I
-

1 J i

1

J II
—i

—

1

—

1

m
The minor seventh should be heard in the chord which precedes it when it is

accompanited with a minor third and perfect fifth

.

_l I I I
',

,
/H'jw divinely asive is the7- liere^ , i

o-
, Oiid , n o,;,J,J .! , Jj , ,

ri,i, , .n^. .J .i . pH,. .
^o.. -J,

By raising- the lowest note of a minor (a minor semitone ^"I-^' n nainivhed

higher) it produces that chord which is by some masters called the ^£
diminished seventh,and by others the extreme flat seventh . _ %/

i
The reader will observe that the difference between these two chords arises from

theGbeing- sharpened: the diminished seventh is likewise very properly termed an equi^
vocal chord; For the performer who is acquainted with its various prog-ressions has it in
his power to decieve the ear with an unexpected modulation.

This chord is so much employed in the third part that I have only g-iven the
most simple inversions and resolutions of it here.^^'^^^/ c,'"*.^'* P^^«^^^.''^''°'^"TP«">'^X^^^I ^ J iv* * ^ " "^"-^ "''^ ^ a^reeatle mixture ofTninor and nriajor thirds .



The tollowir.g E> rac ti are wort I- v ol' Their y ^
ijipfciiioui. Authors, and nre tACi IJ' r.t niod'. ls •

f'oi- the truufuieiif of 7'^}'^ iii boili Votul
and r nit ru mental Co.mpoiitJon.v .

Violins ,1 , ,

7 7 - 7 7 I ' ^

J' As this Example'i.v'frore'aLlissjcall A-jfthor 'tis ratlier iiiTduluT tfiat _

Counter Tenor did not conclude with the Fifth
1 > ^ ^ Counter renor oio not

Mrr\ \ 1 1 I

th ird treble &coimter tenor move innnison.

7 7 7 7 ^ 7 > 7 f 7 '

" i
Viol"

Vio2^'i:p

^^^^
7 7 4

Si

^ Violorc»-llo 7 7 7 tJ___ I' ^ 10—' 'iJ •< ; " t."t
'
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The reader \<all percieve thiit the major ninth is a nliole tone and the minor ninth a semitone (niaj6r_) above the octave
D- Burney truly ofcst^ves that in Corelli's time ^-^j accompanied hy 3- abounded in every page ol' that period
whereas now the is seldoai seen without a 4<'J or 7^1^ for its < ompanion ,

It hai becomfc very taihionable of late for the-^^1"' to make Harmonical
excursions with the |S*^ ^

I -J f

^1 i î mHm

We may always add a third to any

bass note that is figured with a

single 9 and in four parts a S^l^

flut the Con>poser never expects the

Performer to play a 4^1' a 6*- or a 7
witli a5 _ unless they are marked .

The chord figured g is accompanied

with a.3^ in four Farts.

That marked V likewise

accomprnied with a

T he wants no addition .

. I consider thisxliord to be e :roi'.eou.",ly

figured as the I) rises, whereas the

should iil\^'aj s fall

.

th
The .5- is added to t!ie 7 in five Parts.

4

This chord is often marked 4- or
i

*" not reso'vewel.l c
c vilhout tiic hear undjud>(e.§

' tei^ i^pf^ The iii is taken with the ^ in five parts.

9 .The flat ^ are often brought < ri svi ho it preparation

to express strong passions of {irief; but tliis chord

,l;ould be sparingly ir.sed in chearful compositions.

The ninth in any of the upper parts mu.st always fall, but

neA'er more than a Tone, or a semi t one .

Come despair and distraction crinfoir,nd rti

i
istjraction cr|nfoir|nd me <fcc.

— 6t? Tlr. Ba.'sof/ >
"\.fa

pair and distrac ^

If) _ 8. [,> - 6t? .5

H/ — (-> .-g

remain st.i;ionary

untill the resolution .

i^m i^^ i^m
.,,>n.n-x- orf'uU athifd, or riie'ii third, or'afo^irth.

It requires a voice of perfect intona' ion to hit the distance of a ninth exactly; Yet nu n of S( iei.ce,and Oenius,

have written this ' d e I nter va 1 in their vocal melodies .

EXAMPLES .

Till old K>r3( rii nt " ''o atfni i

^^S.c. ^^^^^^^^ r&G.

Tlioi'*;). the Teu ije^t top gallant «rast sm ick srr.ontli should smite.



Tht folloNving pasitt5?^e6 are cited out of the xyo^ks
\ t\ J

of both ancient and modern Composers , to shew the ^^^^^
student how those admirable masters have

ulated the 9^}}

ady in the Voice Part of this E
5^ Q fc-' o

The broken mei(Sldy in the Voice part of this Example,
\, ^ ^ ^ i

and the tmprepared flat!^ so expre4si\'e of the word mora
wailing of the Oboes T<'h|ile the Violins are busy, ^^Yr^ -Q- J prove the agreementj of muaic with passionling of the Obo^es \Yh|ile the Violins arej)usy, ^ / -Q- jprove the agreement

j

of muaicwith passion.
^

I

'|0
I ILji I fl'f I ^1^^ I

Alk-gTO Agitato "^^il clel lo sdegnato Che mora? Che mora? tiranno!

: i 1ir.iJi'' i'i -i-)^ i rffM,i'

'

i
>'''»

in> i'iii'^^^^^^
Observe how ingeniously these five bars are tijeated intiieatet

becomes a harmnninTiy^second . 1^

I
next Example The upper part by thfe inversion (into the 8 - belo-n^

becomes a harmonioua-second .

b 4 9 8 6 4 ' 6
4 3

^86 4

-F--F^

9«
i



g2 Having in the preceeding Pages endeavoured to bring under the review of the readtv, not onij the mo •. t jjrevalent
inediod of treating chord* in thorough baS.s;, but in Coihposition, I will conclude the Repertory viith an Kxliilntion ot'tlit A'cales

which wet.e figured hy a Harmonist,who was *'theJMark and Cla£ft,Copy and Book that fashioned others'* „

6 > 5[? 9 8 98 9H 98 ^8 %

3 m1^6 st? 6 S> 8 9 8 T6 5F

^ ^ 8 ^ "hah 5
7 6 5b— 6 5 9 8 ^3 6 7 6 5 6 -̂ 6

r
11 , r . f r r ^

51. " r ' V,' g ^1.8 5fe 65P*

6
:r f f

1 9' 8 9 8

« ^ 2 6
5 6

5b— 4.b3

^6 5> 4 3 7 6 7g

i
65
43

54
3 2

5 4-
3 2

5b 4
44 6 2 6 7 6

r r II i
6

1 1
6
5

6[ 3i~7F 5^5 6 ye

9.8 _|£
6
,5 56

9 8 ^ ,
>5

4 3 >6b ®
Ik. 1 .5!>

1 1
5 & 6 5l? 5 6 9 8 9* 8 51? 5 6,

EE
6

7 6 7 6

i

6
55[.

"

5^ 5 4^ 6 2

7^8 76

r 7i6 5,6 7.^

P i i

5h

4f-

^ r f r r

6!? 5
4i 3

7 &

7^

5 4t
3

7^

5!.

7' 6 7 44
I 4 5 3

,

1^ 56

i i

;j:r r T
^ bp g It.

^4/65!> 2 76 2^
b?' 7 6 5!?98 fe, ,

5 4 3 76 5b 5b

I98 S8 W
7^ 7 6 |b

^

6 .

6'

5 6 5 5
,

6 ./^

7^
5b—

5 4^ 6 6 2

6 ,44 6 2 6 44 6 7^ 6 5 43

7 , eb 8 7 1^ —

^

54b7645 5648b7 5323 4 23 34235543 ^ 6 % 5
8 7 4 2 4 3 8 2 3 4 2—
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END OF THE SECOND PART.
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INTRODUCTION to HARMONY.

PART THE TIURD.

The melody of the human voice, v^hen properly modulated and accom-

panied by instruments, has an astonishing power over the soul, and has

been a theme for the poets of every age.

The prophet David having singular knowledge, not in poetry alone, but in music also, judging them both to be

things most necessary for the house of God, left behind him a number of divinely indited poems, and was far-i

ther the author of adding unto poetry, melody in publick prayer, melody both vocal, and instrumental, for the

arising up of men's hearts, and the sweetening of their affections towards God.

—

Hooker.

The following lines were written in the year 1653, and are almost as

scarce as a M.S.

To AMANDA, overhearing her sing,

Heark to the changes of the trembling aire !

"What nightingales do play in consort there !

See in the clouds the cherubs listen you.

Each angel with an otocousticon (a).

Heark how she shakes the palsic element.

Dwells on that note, as if t'would ne'er be spent

:

What a sweet fall was there, how she catch't in

That parting aire, and ran it o'er agen !

In emulation of that dying breath.

Linnets would straine, and sing themselves to death ;

Once more to hear that melting eccho move,

Narcissus like, who would not die in love ?

Sing on, sweet chauntresse, soul of melodic :

Closely attentive to thy harmonic.

The heavens chec't and stop't their rumbling spheres.

And all the world turn'd itself into earers ;

But if in silence, thy face once appear.

With all those jewels which are treasur'd there.

And shew that beautie which so farre outvies

Thy voice ; 'twill quickly change its earers for eyes,

(a) Bailey's orthography Is, outacoufticon, and his definition an ear-pipe.

T



84 INTRODUCTION

ON ACCOMPANIMENT.
You must not accompany a simple natural melody with an artful complicated har-

mony J so says one of our precepts, and the following pleasant little ballad is a proof

how much this precept ought to be attended to. It is the production of a British com-

poser who set words so well that the accentuation and expression, which are so conspi-

cuous in his works, might greatly assist foreigners who study the English language.

Trifling as this air may appear to many, it has often been performed in public rooms,

to crowded audiences, with no other accompaniment than what is here exhibited (ex-

cept a chorus of encores.

A/kgret/or Allegretto^ Mpni^

Come un« to these yel low sands, And there take hands,

^ p -f~f"

hands

;

5X
ii

i—1 ^
'

1 »
- r ri-f—

M

Fo

1

Ot ]

i

il— ;d 1

t feat- ly here and there, and

»—il— E=:

—j—1—

—

\^—

1

let the rest the

—

<

ch

!^|-
0- rus bear.

1—

N

t=l ,-J-

English airs of the above description want no foreign ornament ; but performers are

so often applauded for embellishments, that simplicity seldom appears in its native

dress.

I lately heard one of our public singers terminate a beautiful ballad with this worn

and 1 once was silly enough to write a. fine

Voice

©ut close :

flourishing double cadence to a pathetic air : which so destroyed the passion, and render-

ed both the singer and myself so ridiculous, that I hope never to be importuned to repeat

such an absurdity. It was as great an offence to the rules of good taste as the notes were

which a great singer (in many respects) intruded into this expressive passage :

TIae Author. The Singer.

most me- Ian- cho- ly most me- lai cho ly

(a) The extraordinary effect, which is produced by the Storm, In the Dead of the Night, Let the dreadful

Engines, Mad Bess, &c. proves that they do not want any assistance from an orchestra. A very ingenious com-

poser set accompaniments to the latter, but when he heard them, rehearsed he prudently withdrew them.



TO HARMONY. 85

ON RECITATIVE.
Simple recitative (says Mr. Brown) is a succession of notes so arranged

as to coincide with the laws of harmony, though never accompanied but

by a single instrument(A), whose office is merely to support the voice, and

to direct it in its modulations. Though for the sake of this accompani-

ment, recitative is, like other music, necessarily of equal lengths ; the notes

of which they are composed being subjected to no precise musical measure,

but regulated, in this respect, almost wholly by the natural prosody of the

lang-uage.

EXAMPLE.

i N S. k
1

Na- ture, that rude, and in her first es- say, stood bog- gling at the roughness of the way, Us'd to the

b5
4

St
road, un- know-ing to re- turn, Goes bold- ly on and loves the path when worn. (B)

44- 4J-

The best masters generally prefer supposed, to fundamental basses (c), in

this species of composition, and use quick modulations in order to prevent

its becoming tedious by monotony ; the above example begins in the key

of C, then modulates to F major and G minor, after which the firll key
again is introduced by means of a sharp fourth, and in a similar manner it

is led to A, with a minor third, where it terminates ; and all these

transitions are made in the space of seven bars, which would be much too

sudden for an air of the same length.

(a) This must be a mistake, as the recitative of an opera, both in Italy and In England, is always accompani-
ed by a harpsichord and violoncello.

(b) a singer, who is acquainted with harmony, pays very little respect to the composer's notes in a recitative,

but frequently renders it more energetic by altering the tones to the pitch of his voice.

(c) The lowest note of any common chord is its fundamental bass ; every note which Is figured with a sixth,

is a supposed bass

This termination has more of the

Recitative than the above. m
Goes bold- ly on, and loves the path when won,

It Is not common to re-

peat words in Recitative.



86 INTRODUCTION.

ON ACCOMPANIED RECITATIVE.

Flaving noticed a trifling omission of Mr. Brown's relative to the accom-

paniment of recitativo secco, I should do that excellent author great

injustice if I did not quote his observations on recitativo instrumen-

tato (a), as he has (in my opinion) surpassed every other writer on that

subject. It is in this species of song that the finest effects of the chro-

matic andj as far as our system of musical intervals is susceptible of it,

even of the enharmonic scale, are peculiarly felt ; and it is here also that

the powers of modulation are most happily, because most properly, em-

ployed, by changes of tone analogous to the variety of the matter, in a

wonderful manner enforcing and characterising the transitions which are

made from one subject or emotion to another. Here too, the whole, or-

chestra lends its aid ; nor are the instruments limited to the simple duty

of supporting and directing the voice. In this high species of recitative it

is the peculiar province of the instrumental parts during those pauses

which a mind strongly agitated breaks into, to produce such sounds as

serve to awake, in the audience, sensations and emotions similar to those

which are supposed to agitate the speaker ; so that the poet, the musi-

cian, and the actor, must all seem to be informed by one soul." I am

sorry that I have not room for the whole of this letter.

Recitative is not enough valued in England to render it an object for

British composers to excel in this grand part of musical composition,

therefore the examples are in the Italian language; the first and second of

which are cited from an original, that borrows from none, but lends to all.

(a) I would not be so technical here were it not to prevent my readers from being embarrassed if they should

look into the works of JomelH, wherein this great master calls the recitative which is accompanied by a harpsi*

chord and violoncello, Recitativo Secco ; and that which is accompanied by the orchestra, Recitativo Imtrumentata,



The Descent of the bass, and Harmonious progression of the Accompaniments 87
to the following- Recitative are such sounds echoing- the sense as the Poet would
have -written if he had been an inspired Musician.

_ Pianifs? e Sostenuto-—

^

Viola.

h ^^ ^̂

quale oh Dio pro , For - do or. do a - -tilsô̂

^^^^
di confu -«ion di

^^^^

i
.

1 !
If <

3=«

&c,

1 it ,» ! (iCiiip:

MM,
.
^^^^ K,

If-?- -fi1^ ^^^^ y4i
Co—ra^gio fa me I'inspiri ohDioche peiia oh IHoche insoffrihil mart ir caddero i panni

00'00

sharp, iollOT^'S G fla?
Heve -1^^. ihaip fallow*- B flatv-

(C eJisTp follows ! Dnat)

flat)

flathvhich the moderns call enharmonic die&es.
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cAf'.^tti^l^l' Band and d capital Sinj^er rehearse^J the foUomn^ Recitative four times tefore it went to the sati sfaction
those who were anibitio'is of treatin<^ their Patrons Avith excellence, and the neat approach to perfeclion x^tis at Inst accompliAlied
by file LfaderS; recoiinni ndinjs tlie i^nharmonic X)iesi5 to be plaj'ed with the same finger, see

Andante Sostcnuto l i 1 j, 1 ^

Viola

TTrr

i
oboe

if ( '.
I t
'". 'tJ1*—1»

2
II volto

Basso
il guardo cij^lio la voce di cos tni nel cor mi desta

ULMJUL

Andante S o &t enuto

i %f P P 9—Or

33:

Hp Pi
ziSzx:

5 pal _ pito nn pal ^ ^pito im .prov. ^'vi&o che I'ori zente in fibra il sangiie

ir

It is n.vAt rted by many Authors that none but educated JVIusicians can feel the effect of the Enharmonic
but the watchful attention of the whole Audience (who were enraptured) during the performance of the

'following Kecitativfe proved the conttary . ' ' 'f'^' ''i « A;it i nc ^^o'^Ir ly ( ir
, ,

t -
.u.,)i

Liir^hetto
, \ £3 V S i S ^ ^S. „

Ah che sa rf-ni di i;t ion o i lest' orr i do p;;/;.o Oro e pietade lessercrudele[dele —^ Addio ma vita Addio

* Violoncello tutti Violonc; tutti '

Lari^-hetto RM^foviondo snfoT Violoncello
Adag-io

\iolonc; tiitti

Addio riiiaperdutasperanza H Ciel ti renda piufelice di me dehoon5e^^atecnIe5tal«llopra-^ostraetemidei Eidich'ioperdero donate donafealei

Bin. Rinf. Binfor. & Rinforz? are contractions of RinfoTZando , which is the general director to strenghen the Tones

of a rassQge; But SfoTZatO is the Term when only one note is to be played louder than the rest .



Of the CANTABILE. 89
As the person ^^ho performs the principal part in a Ciiiitubile movement Lv exp< cttd to ornament the melody (but

mort- with ftelinji than flourtshfs^ the accompiiiniment <:Qiuiot he too simple, and the feest. masters j^enerallj-
avoid e\traneoi"S modulations in this graceiul part of musical Cctiiiposition

.

O^— — — — — — too lovely O toolovely too unkind If my Lips no cre.dit find.

1»—1»

i
The Moderns frequently accompany the Aria Cantabile with eight quavers in

a bar without disturbing the Cantilena, or fetterinri the Performer.

i
CCS csa QS

1 i1^

AdiiS"io Cantabile e Soitenuto

The unrivalled Composer of the above JWodel has prevented it from bein^ injured with false

ornaments,by writing the true embellishments for a repetition of the Thfeme.

Those who measure thejlotiro with the old theoretical Squ«ie arid Rule, will perhaps object to the

Rhj-thmus because the Phia.se eousiats of nine Bar*, But he must be very fastidious who is not ce..

lighted with, it^tis well us with his plajful five bar subjects.

(a^ A sensible writer remarks that the singer who attempts the Cantabile should be endowed, in the .firit

place,rwith a fine voice,, of the sweet and plaintive kind, that the long notes, of Avhich this song is co-.mposed mii^

,

of themselves, delight the ear: He ought to have great sensibility, that he may nicely feel and express in an

affecting manner the sentiment; He should possess, besides, great taste and ftincj', highly to ornament the

melody, and thereby
,
give to it that elegance which is essentiul to this kind of song : An accurate judgement

is Hk«5wi.<,e necessary, to keep his fancy within due bounds ; and he ought to be a perfect master ol the sc-.t.nceof.

countirpoint that he may know precicely what liberties he ma;- take with respect to the harmony ot the

other parts .

(cj Different names for the subject of the Air. (id} In e playful monner.



5ufc^ptti«-5ietf5 Coinpo£er£ too frequently accompany Divisions •w-ith aViolii in .unison, or with

a eroudfcd Harmony ; Therefore the following, Examples art exhibited to shew how the bes t

naasters support the Voice without rendering it inaudible.

Andante Sostenuto
is;-

f »
'

3

t f

' come this chae' — ^ ^ ... . . . ...... I miiig sea- ^ Son tfrace

A noisy accompaniment or Symphony at the end of a Division^ gives the Singer time to

1 Alleg-ro

-r J r
11

1 la mia fe_li w -ce - ta ....^^ .. . — — ... fe-.-li _ ce ta la mia fe_ -li - ce _ ^ ta.

m, ir II

Singers who are gifted with an agility of Voice, may acquire rapidity of execution by. a daily practice

of the next Division: It may appear impracticable to those who have not heard it; but the frequenters of the

Opera have tei ti f i e d , that it can be articulated by a voluminotr's Voice with brilliant effect .

J I .J >i A I J-_i

f r-TV, l\i r
r

f i
-

,
- j

lasciami res ^ . pi _ ^rflr— 1 —Tfn
II _— —zzd-

r 1 =--
UJ :—

1

[*f
r

r 1
-^^ • ^ ^

. r r^
(a) Which mtiy be proper enough when they do not wish the Singer to be heard.



T Ttt specivs of composition wherein the succeedinj^ part. Follows the preceeding witii on imitative

rtifciody, Is more valued hy Alusicians than Poets, for I have heard several of the latter obser ve that the ^1
performers singinsj different words at the same time creates confusion and very much injures the Puetry* This may
often he tlie case, "but the musician of feeling and sensi bility , will as often render the sentiment more impressive

fay selecting .such words for the imitations as call for repetition, see the di^-^ne specimen at "MunfoManV^

L.arg"hetto Moderato
, „ Violini

DUETTO

-5^ 6

Jnji,tatjL,ons

cited from
a well kno-i^-n

Instrumental

Quartette .

These Imitations are so natural nnd pleasing
^5

that one of the mosti^raceful Composers of I

the neapolitan school has introduced them
|

fi'.i?jf' .-'fiv^?^i|J^i lJJ.'l.
i |L

*

'

ISrirp i r rt pIr - ' d ' '
" " with 2reat effect near the end of the next

I

CJ ' P ' ^^1}/^ Tff T ''h^''"^ Terzetto, see n:^

The uncommon Accompaniment adds greatly

to the sublimity of that Composition and can

jiot he. too much re^t-irded hy the young
student

.



for. tliree Voices Accompanied by S Tenors and a Violoncello

.

\m 1^ rVl r-H ^
'— —

i

-1^ 1—F— 1 1 1

V Saints and AnsJels loVe Soon Tvillhe tune his harp in Choirs

i i X
Saints and Angela love Soon will he tune his harp in Choirs in Clioirs^a

7^ ,.

- A
This elegant Terzetto was>engraved from a M.S. ih the posfiession of an ingenious ER.S- who had Taste and

Judgement to collect the most striking musical Beauties durinj^ his Continental Tour-
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fl —

1

irj-''!"!-

rJ J ^ 1

(•—

1

p—
-r. F

—

-f—ih—

H

'•|»-r r r
'-^

ir-rrriiTrifiwff^
«^

There w ith h armonies that heav"!! car1 hear _
'^^
del

—
--J U 1 c •

ightfcd soollii past •pa —

1 ^ I

r r

^•ithhariiio^

3^ (P # I*

i i
«y - — - — — — — _ — ins meet him ^reethim meltinj^ stramseasehi.s

[/ [^E
4=—

^

I
-iiies thatheavln can heai- delighted meetiiim ^reethim i ^ .— meltind

izi
cherub and seraph meet him Mart^ and prophet greet him thereiwithWimonies that 1^^

hear delighted soothing pains soothing painshy new born raptures-w'^ll requited

f f 1.
1 ; >

soothincJ p 11 ins

75^



c: ! e 5 ; .^~«^
^

^

i —
k k ^

1»—T-

0 n d Ile'jr yoTt not spirit singing He M'hose naf?iii<i lieJl is

-T=-f=- =—«l

Hear you not his spirit sinkingpa' t -pains and Oi-ift lie ^vhose pafiing bell is

F r r

Pait pains and <irief

1 p p r. f

I

— w— I J—r—^ \ X #

P—P-
6^

ringing
6Z-

Rlt;Jtiin^ Strains Ease jhis ^uin.'; see liini rise .s« e liiiii ri.ve Voavinj^

I
,

'"tilArMtin<J ..strains tTf^p Ms pain."; iF rise
see him —

VoLir ins'

-!• 1»

J5

Conrade the good wjiom saint and An _gels love. see li j/ii ri ve .vee

1—

^

•—

^

——*7 - ^

•

S m
*—

•

i i i
fhro'

5?
t( d skies L-.<!litjii .stcenins r.t Clo - ^ , teams.

s J n o ) n <;'

6
ii, it . e^inis ot Clo- - rv beams.

^^^^^^^
i

IH
see him soaring thro t]ie v!i"1ted skie* in streams of Glo - - vy beain.s.

i



Beintf frei^uently caUed iipon to set Hor« Parts to many chftimin§ Air*; It should ss^m that the general observation wlucli r.

made in all Theoretical works, viz: that "Farts for Horns are al-yvays written in -ihe Key of C is iusuffjcient eyen to enable sotne

respectable Professors to enrich their Compositions with that effective Acconapaniment, I shall therefore offer a few remarks

which probably may assist the young Composer.

lengths by — — , ^ ^ .

reads the notes in the first stave, he sounds the tones jn \he second.

ComiinA.

real tones of Wliorshoccusioned by tK? ihortreiio
the abcve r.cr*:s j the in:trumei|t . ^ ^
when ihty ai-fe J-^l»tf ^ | ]

ijaye^ with

"The best nua«ters prefer any part of the scale to the 4*. & 6 * of the key for holdin-g notes see 4^
but when they pass «ver«icickly a&.'iA.I^ ^•. their offensive.

NJ 1 1 I I ij

CorniinG.

real sounds of
the abo-ve nofts
whtn played
with C Horns.

CorniinF.

real sounds.

^1

i
^ ^^^^ ^ . , I I 1 1 ii j I

written notes

written notes

•< The Instrument

real tones*

written notes,

Teal tones *

written notes •

real tones

2

ell deserves the P"'*^^ O name of the nnsllow |LHoi:r. in this key., f^^^

Thoseperformers who are embarrassed when they play from a score.in which there are solo parts'for Horns May by referring to the
V cb ove "Kible immediately perceive ts'hat notes they ought to sound on other Instruments for those which are written 6h the Horn stave
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ConVoce cr.CoUa Fkrte

are terms which direct
QUARTETTO or GLEE

Clarinetti

j in B

Violini

Soprano

Alto

-Teriore

BaCso

Bafsi

'^"'•^l^if l i'ii'i'^ii'i''

^:efirTvroirnto play /^^ AjTanged foT foui' Voices with AccompanimentX"-'^^'"^'^''1^^?^?=f=^
the Voice part .. 11! I I ! i I ^ ^ X' -or fr

1
1

I'
1

1 1

II

Hope linger near me Letdiy smiles cheer me mild angel hear me and my care be — guile

1
Hope linger near me Let thy smiles cheer me mild angel hear me and my care he —guile ^

'

Hope linger near me Let thy smiles cheer me mild angel hear me and imy care he —guile

i
Hope linger near me let thy smiles cheer me mild angel hear me and my care fee^ guile

rU -
11

Vio: 1*^** Colla Parte

Beam on my sight and banish all sadnex^ Pangs c f doubt and anguish al-lay Charm gay. Hope the soul to

Tlpam on mv sitfht and banish aU sadners P&atfs of dfBeam on my sight and banish aU sadner* Paags of diiubt and anguish aUey Chfcrm gay Hope tlie soul to

Viola

This kind of moving Accompaniment is verjrfeshi-onable in elegant Conspositioij
ft T —"

1 f>
—

* "^'l'^^

o a

i 1
gladnefs With thy bright in_spi — ring ray with thy bright ard joy in_spi — ring ray.

#J.J-Jr|f fJJ| ^
>^

gla^nefe With thy bright

yfJri •
f
--J-^ J .11,1 ,

1

in — spi —ring ray with thy bright and joy in_«pi— ring ray. X) C

1
i-ring r^^With thy bright in—spi-ring ray^ with thy joy in-spi-ring

T The little imitation here is natural and effective



i

JVo. ttrmination has been so much hacknej-'d as tJiis, yet tlie beit luasttrs in everj

country' still continue to use it in Vocal Compositions
97

i i
1. r ijT

: rj :4
i

-C-'
J

"

J J J 1
qui

1

— -

"1 '1'

f
n}^ 11

Hear roe and chter me with thy friendly smiie. O cheer me with thy friend ^ ly sm'ile.

1

i

Hear me and cheer me with thy friendly «raile O cheer me with thy friend ^ ly smile

i
Ht-ar me and cheer me with thy friendjy smile O cheer me with thy friend ^ ly smile

1
Hear !i e and cheer me with thy friendly srnile O cheer tne with thy friend ^ ly smile.

1
When B Cl-arinets accompany a composition in the key of Bi?, the parts from which they play are written

in C as in the above Example, But when they ar^e used in the key of Eb, the parts from whi ch they read are

written in the key of F as in the following MaTch.



9S DIVERTIMENTO for three equal VOICES.
This Example will answer three purposes

.

Tirst, It will amuie those who are not too highly educated to be pleased with pretty common-
place Imitations. . .

'
.

Secondly, It will ihew how a Composer^ who has often delighted the Public
,
accompanies these

simple Imitations by a passage in the Violins almost perpetually repeated .

Thirdly, It exhibits the general method of Accompanying with four Horns, two of which

are in F, and the others in C •'

The real sounds of the latter are those which the eye reads, but those of the former are a

fifth lower, see the scale page marked at the Cliff Corni in F.

Violini

Voices

Ye silver brooks wander WeilpleasdeachlVTeander Your verdantbounds keeping we trace from the soxnce But

Ye silver brooks wander-^^-ell pleasdeachMeander Your verdant bounds keeping we trace from the

f-^i ^ J J I r r 1 1
1* r

•Corni in C

Corni inF

C Clurint ts

or ¥
Oboes

Violini

Bafso

Ye silver brooks\\-anderWell pleas'deachMeander Your verdant bounds keeping Ave

I
The real tone of this note is C

€ . q . P P-

«

—

w i

^^^^^^^^
i

FT r r 1

info streams sliding ye die in yovtr course But in —to streams gliding youVe

1
r r 1

eource But into streams glidin^^'oure lost Fut in -to streams

r-h m rl-f-r-i-F-i
IJ J J Jr^.[^_r2j.4J J II' id

trace from the source trocefrom the source But into streamsgliding die in j-ottrcotn-sp But in. to streams

"'l^ Parts for C Clarinets are written the same at those for Oboes,



lost by di_viding The fond \'iillow weeping ye die in your courte the fond ^^•iJlo^^' weeping ye die in )'Our coin se y<

m W=3
* # #

3zS
gliding voiiVe lost bv dividing The fond willow weeping you're lost in your cour.se ye die in your course ye

p n ft0 : f1' »•

gliding j-ou're lo.'t by dividing The fond ^^^llow weeping you're lost in y-our course ye he inyoui; course A t

Copipo'.ers are vtrj-' fond of fjnsshing Compositions of this sort with noi sy

^bitli my macttruit d tt. n.arJ? COli StTepltO.
A c c o ni p n I

.

' m f nt s

,



/

The bfcit Historians riay sometimes be mistuken •<vhen they become Pio>j^i:osticatori.

The truth of this assertioa may be niadi- evident by a quotation from a "Work ^vhich I ever reud with oleasure
and tilt followinj^ Exampit which I ever hear with rapture.
"dJ Ftpuah furnishefi the wild r«dt and often vulvar melodies in the Beg<2^ar5 Opera with basses so eNcellent

that' no soui.d Contrapuntist will ever attempt- to alter them" fiitt since that Paragrapli was written the Public has

been hij^lily delighted with fht effect of ingenious aLccqJmpanjments to the whole of that Opera set by a Dramatic
Composer whose Death was an irreparable loss to the English stage, for he not otily supplied it with, charming
compositions , but with excellent singers. Hue I'm obliged to pause and drop a heart felt ttartwhilt- my mind
is filled with the remembrance of the Prodi gies which he- produced in his own family. Frodigiti'. Angels! -vs-ho

w-ere called to the heavenly Choir l"n^ before their diyine Instrirctor ^ whicli caused a stream of melancholly to flow
through his latest compositions . .

The following is the Example to refute the foregoing quotation, and may ussi.' t the Learner who is desirous

oF setting effective holding notes- fo#.C Clarinets and V Hortis.

Horns in V.

Clarinets

Bassoons

Tt;nor

Voice

on the rope that hangs my Dear Depends poor Folly's Life.

I hope that the examples on the last six pages will enable many of my readers to set Horn Parts to the. reduced Score;

on the next five, which contain over rated Compositions tliat are not published in any other work.
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O BRING ME WINE.

It is but fair to conclude that the two following- song-s owe their popularity to

the Poets,and Singers; as there are several inaccuracies in the Music.

violins

il
i»——1»

-ine \^-ine wine bright source of mirth For from the fa^vor'd lips of him who

joy^^ — ous sips the. jest the taunt
o—

^

the song has birth flit jest the

15

5

.,jl.iJi^TJ|rfrd>
,.p if

m
A hirfli

taunt the song has birth the

±

The Lati n term Bis is not put here to rectifv a mistake; But to acquaint the young student
that the passage to which it is affixed is to be repeated.
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i

It is difficult to sing the '.rord influence to two notes of equal length, and
three Avould distort the melody.

i
4-

5
I 3

t:— * -ti-

wine ^xine ,T^'ine o'er the somI- sheds influence kind and jjives a snir.nier to the mind and gives

j2^» "I 5 -<= a-

S| m
sxunmer to the mind a sumoier a sunnner Jives a summer Ts'ine gives a

5
2lthiie

W^ao tol the Coda 1

1
go to| the Coda from this mark the third time.

i
_ ^ mmer to the mind.

2 i 5t # i i

: I
J jj J

i

when vf^ine begins to flow the Goblin Care takes flight care

3
i

J J I J J J Ji
care takes flijslit -Just as a Fiend and night departs at morn's celestial glow-

fjLj r I r r r
"j" ''gi-^-es a summer to thp mind' are v\-ords most happily chosen by the Poet for repetitioni



Hiose who -wish to httve more accomp&niinent to

these four bars may easily fill up the vacant line •

103

1^ 5

lodg'd within the grape It makes the lover vie'^v hi;

E_spTe5^ivo

m -r
=3= 5

njrniph -vvith beauties r.ttw Give;, softnes s to h&f eves her a' r I; ^ r shape gives

4-

^T"^ -©-'^KT 3^ti«te."'

lustre to her ej'e her air her shape^Jg^ toT-i - tjie mind ^ives a (^^sum ^ —

DalScgno'^

Cadenza
1

— . P r ^^1- P- 1 1 , J 1

.-
II

' ^41
to t}ie iDinc . V

1—

^

1

r lit --i
contra Basso "f'Ji 11^"" 1^1b5»' !* for an explnnntibn see ihe pi-;J of the next song.



104. THE PRETTY LITTLE HEART.
I fear that the sight of this song will not prove sufficient to convey the stile of it to a uniform singer/

and the learned Harmonist will think it too trifling to merit his notice; yet it has pleased man^ attentive

hearers. **vain his attempt who strives to please ^ou all''

Allegretto

e semplice

''=l,fVr
'

f:z

,.a-.p

Corni

f-fl

(
jibfr i7 iff. Iw HMj^nxf^^^^^^

^ ^ ' *^ I're a pretty iittJe heart, I

m i

have It to be sold, But with it when I part, It will not be for gold.iVe a little pret^heart,!

— a-

fz fz

^ >
So.

have it to be sold,Eiit with itwhen I part,It will not be for gold .

Jiff

fz fz

I i 3E

seek to exchange it and find A - - no-ther as soft and as kmd. I've a

pretty little heart, I have it to be sold . But with it when I piirt,It will not be for gold

„ ^* ^~

"Whenever a Compos';? can imitata an jnipressive passage in the treble with the hu~'

seldom prefc^-v 'n^ other [t.ociu of Accompariment

.

he



'Iht. best luorit oV ai company ing the tour Bars Cttwetn tht astttisni ^ and the Tutti on the forte l'iano,is,to pl^y lOiS^
tie tir$tHorr. part with the 'iS^^ hftnd,-^an(J^the second with the It-tt (ste Corni) . j-r^

But Danger attends on be

^ II I' I r r J F
fJCovni "

^

tutti

N M rJ
1St

-lieving, For men are sometimes so de- ceiving, You smile I'm a-fraicl Sir that

Women too maybe so. So iVe heard it often said Sir Iformypart nothing

The singer should *
introduce a! ihort play.

,
ful passage here. Coda

I nothing know no nothing know. will not be for gold, When

Dal SegAo

j from my little heart I part. ItwiU notbeforB)ld.\ishdifromniylittle heart I part . It

]

from mj little heart I part, ItwiU notbeforg3ld,\ishdifromn5rlittle heart I part , It willnotbe forgDld^vhen

Svm. H- 4
iSHE

from my heart I part . It will not be for go

P5 ±
The Italian Term Coda is gerrrnllj- affixed to a Few Bars withoirt which tlie Composition
mi^lit f nr^l'Tdc, ( ! (!(• par apovove v oF ti c supplement .



4^ from RaddoIciTC tn ir.Wi^Jute, to s'^'Pf t( >i, to ai1ay,to soFten , to as ^" n<i^e ,
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ON MODULATION.

Prior to my having referred to fevepal great authorities for inforinatioii refpe6l-

ing the precife meaning of Musical Modulation, I imagined that it could not

exift without a change of key. But an oracle fays, Modulation is the art of rightly

ordering the melody of a fmgle part, or the harmony of many parts ; either keep-

ing in one key, or in pafling from one key to another \' therefore the iirft of the

following fimple melodies is

A Modulation in the Key of C.
This Melody modulates from the Key of C to the Key

of G, by the F being fharpened in a Cadence.

£
Modulation in one key is not fo agreeable as the modulation that goes into other

"keys from it. Compofers who prefer the old road to the new, pafs from the mafter

^
key to the 5th, 3d, 6th, 2d, or 4th, above the faid mafter key, and eftablifh them

as fubordinate keys by cadences. A few fhort examples of modulations from the

mafter key C, to its neighbouring keys G, A, E, D, and F, will beft explain this,

and I'hew which of thofe keys have major, and which minor, 3ds.

From the principal Key C to its Odave.

The F fhai-p here feems to announce the Key of G ; but before the

Ear acknowledges a Change of Key, F natural appears in the Mo-
dulation, which takes it Ijack to the principal or mafter Key.

No. I.

From the principal Key C to G its 5th, with a major 3d.

No. II.

^

—

mki ——

From the principal Key C to A its 6th, with a minor 3d.

No. III.

From the principal Key C to E its 3d, with a minor 3d,

No. IV.

From the principal Key C to D its zd, with a minor 3d.

No. V.
From the principal Key C to F its 4th, with a major 3d.

No. VI.

The Sharp 7th Is the leading Note to each Key, but the Key is never established without a Cadence—Seo

the Difference between No I. and No II. The Exception at No IV. produces an antique Effect ; in Conse-

quence of which a Modern will probably prefer this Mode : ^jfj^i^p=d^5r|r^^:z:ii--r zz:z^

To the 2d of the Key with a major 3d, or to the 7th of the Key (major or minor), are forbidden Progres-

sions by rigid Theorists 5 therefore the following Examples are objectionable, from being too sudden transitions.

No. VIII.No. VII.

—
BAD.

No. IX. This (No. X.) Is the least offenfive of the group.

n 1

.0
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OF THE FREE CAPRICCIO.

IF all mufical amateurs underftood the German language, I fhould have few readers of the follovr-

ing article, as it is an abridged tranflation of a moft valuable w^ork ; for vi^hich tranflation I confider

myfelf under great obligations to an ingenious lady.-

" A Capriccio is called free if it contains no meafured rhythmus, and refolves into more keys than

is ufual in other pieces which are confined to a rhythmus, or invented from a given fubjedl.

*' In this laft cafe a knowledge of the whole theory of compofition is required. In the former, on

the contrary, a fundamental knowledge of harmony, and a few rules in it, are fufficient. Both re-

quire natural talents, efpecially the Capriccio. One may have learned compofition with tolerable

fuccefs, and made good eflays with the pen, yet neverthelefs compofe bad Capriccios. On the other

hand, I believe that one may alv/ays fafely prophefy fuccefs in compofition to him who has a happy

talent for the Capriccio (a), provided he does not begin too late, and compofe too much.

*' A free Capriccio confifts of various harmonic chords, which may be denoted by different figures

and divifions. You muft fix on a key in which you begin and end. Though rhythmus has no place

in fuch Capriccios, the ear neverthelefs requires, as we prefently lhall fee, a certain conne£tion in

the change and duration of harmonies among themfelves, and the eye a connection in the difpofing of

the notes, by which you may explain your thoughts ; the entire rhythmus or meafure of this Ca-

priccio is then ufually feen, and you difcover the nature of the time by the words written at the be-

ginning.

" We lliall be taught the good effed of this Capriccip by a piece which I fliall lay before my
reader.

*• The Harpfichord and Organ require particular care in a Capriccio : the firft cannot eafily take

one uniform colouring, while the fecond is diligently and properly combined with chromatic chords

;

though you muft not treat the latter in too confined a manner, becaufe the organ is feldom well

tuned. The Clavichord and the Forte Piano are the fitteft inftruments for our Capriccio ; both of

them Ihould and may be perfectly treated. To take off the dampers of the Forte Piano is the moft

pleafing mode, and if you take fufficient care to play no falfe note, it is the moft charming for the

Capriccio. ,

^

*' Sometimes an accompanler muft necelTarily, in the courfe of a piece, play from his imagination.

In this kind of the free Capriccio, as it is confidered as a prelude which is to prepare the auditor for

the piece that is to follow, you are more limited than in a Capriccio, where you merely wifti to hear

the powers of the performer.

(a) It is my good fortune to frequently hear the extemporary flights of an aftonifhing performer on

the Violoncello, which fif they could be written down and pttblijhed) would not only prove a valuable

treafure to the amateurs of that manly inftrument in England, but to the moft brilliant profeflibrs on

the continent.

As the public at large have now no opportunity of hearing the extraordinary performer alluded
'

to, it is to be hoped that he will comply with the earneft felicitations of his friends, and gratify thero

with a fight of his excellencies.
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When you have time to be heard, you modulate into other keys : formal

cadences are not always required ; when they are, they are ufually made at the

end or in the middle of a piece. It is fufficient if the fharp 7th of the key into

w^hich you modulate, is heard in the bafs or upper parts ; this interval is the in-

trodudfion to all natural modulations and their known mark. If it lies in the bafs>

it has the chord of the 7th, 6th, and 6th 5th (a) : but likewife you find it in fuch

examples as arife out of thofe chords (b). It is a beauty in a Capriccio,. if you

refolve with a ftudied cadence at the end into another key, and give it a different

turn. This and other ingenious arts make a Capriccio good, only they muft not

always be ufed fo as to entirely banifli the natural.

(b) 6 7
(a) 6 (a) 6.5b (b) « (b") - g 34). 6 (a) 5 6 (b) 6 2« «

S Si, «
J

To modulate into the extremeft key in the fhorteft, and confequently the moft

agreeably furprifmg manner, no chord is fo convenient and produ6live as the flat

7th, and falfe 5th, becaufe many harmonious changes may be rung on its raodula'-

tions through the change of tones. If you call the other harmonic arts and.

novelties which are difcuffed in the foregoing pages to your aid, what a vaft field

of harmonic variety is opened ! Will it then be difficult to range where you pleafe ?

No, you have only to choofe whether you will confine or enlarge your powers.

Gf the abovementioned chord, which confifts of three flat thirds, only three are

poflible; with the fourth the repetition of the firft is already there,, as we may fee

from the example (a).

We fliould expatiate too far, if we explained all the poflible ways to which this

chord may dire6l harmony. It is fufficient now to give an opportunity of trying,

the experiment (b). .

We again repeat, that chromatic chords can only occajionally be played and'

^welt on v/ith effect.

6b gM 4»- M »>7 « 4f» 6, vt— a k7 ffb e e
(a) 5 b 5b 2 (b) 5b 5b 2a ^ « 5b 5 M 6b 5 4 5 4

— -

*d
1 tji-'

_aa •j
-

—

9 8

Sb $ 5b 6b g
b7 s + b 4 5b 6

1^4 \
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The beauties of variety are likewife felt in the Capriccio. In the latter, figures

and all kinds of good explanations are made. Mere running up and down the

inftrument with nothing but fufpended or broken fonorous chords tires the ear ;

the feelings are neither excited nor calmed, to efFe6l which is the principal end of

a Capriccio.

Ih breaks you muft neither modulate from one harmony to another too quick,

nor too unequally.

7 hi 1 hi
b7 W 2 6 5b hi yg good 2 6 5b^^^^^ ^E^Ef^a

This rule only foiiietimes may have exceptions with good efFe6lj in chromatic

paflages you mull invariably refolve harmony in the fame way : you may likewife

fometimes run up the fcales with both hands
;
you may alfo do it with the left

hand, while the right preferves its pofition.

He who has power will do well to not conftantly ufe natural harmonies, but

fornetimes to deceive the ear : when the power is not great, the harmony muft be

agreeably filled up and varied, as a famenefs would be flat. The difcords may be

doubled in the left hand. The afcending o6laves in the full harmony are grateful

to the ear. The fifths, on the contrary, are to be avoided. The 4,th, when it is

joined to the 5th and 9th, and the 9th are not ufually doubled.

When you not only modulate into diflant keys, but wi(h to dwell on them, you

mufl not be fatisfied with the mere running up of the fcales, and think that you

can immediately go where you pleafe
; you muft prepare the ear for the new key,

by introducing various harmonic chords, that it may not be difagreeably furprized.

:You may find harpfichord performers who underftand the chromatic, and can

maintain its thefis, but there are only a few who can make the chromatic pleafing.

In a well written book on the Principles and Power of Harmony, the author

fays, that the Harp, when well tuned, is the moft charming of inftruments, but

" that it never fhould be employed in compofitions that wander farther than the

5th of the key.''

A flri6l adherence to this precept would have tied the hands of many ingenious
^

enthufiafts, who, fmce the invention of Pedals, introduce a more extenfive circle^

of keys in their preparatory preludes than even the beft performers on key'd in-

ftruments. *' Hence it follows, that to alter or add to a law once confidered as a

perfe6l rule of obedience, when an alteration of circumftances requires it, is neither

ufelefs nor impertinent, but oftentimes the efFe6l of wifdom and necefTity."



Those Ladies ts-Ko (Cltlij^ht to -wander in the mazes of JTodulation^ cannot liave better Guidts

than the following ,
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This figured bass is the out-line of the CapriCCio which iramediatelv succeeds it

6 t6 4- 5
, ..1 ^ 2

_ \L2^ ^
Ji d i^ 'i i—M

1 k-r J 7V Tl H^2

^1 6
I

5b 5 2 5b 5 4 3 8b7 4 2 §

Where white and hlack notes are placed over each other, the chords should be t-vvice
played in arpeggio . ' •

mM
11

I- i
[-1 < <

I

Tt has lately ht come

.ve ry fashionatle

for young ladies
to t xercise their

fing,ersbefore they

begin regular
• compositions 'with

s"c]i Preludes as

tin- Foil o winjJ.,'





114 Tlje Father of a. wo|iJ%;rful ^family of Harmonists produced
many su^-h masterly modulations as the following to delight

and instruct hi* spns.
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Thfc F.Miautotis JMcdul&tioni' this Puj^i- wsli perhaps be too harsh t'ov tlie common
Ear, j'rt enrapture the fdncattd admirers ai'HIozart.
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The nhove is regularly measiired -with bars, as it is not a Frelud*' to dlioxv the po-\vers of a

Perfortner, but to prepare the auditor for the piece that is to folloM'

.



This inj^enio«« CsidcTlCC is {-ii>^v:i-.-?-ct ^\ c<m o i<ii:i .tl TVl, S . svJiich 1 h i'r.t v' aod fortune to

purchase witKthe celtfcvutt-d Concct taulA. lo 'vhicii is is so proper ap. appt-rid;i<r<- ; T)ievefore
those who have been so o£ti n charmed witi; hearinjji if in rublic, tiiaj- now havt an opportunity
of Seeing and stud_yin^ it in Private, And a more excellent model for an instrumental Cadence
in four parts perhaps cannot be exhibited •
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Allegramente

Imitation of the AIt mentioned page 18,avrunoed for the Piano Forte.
without lesstning its utility to Violin Performer*.

SIS
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i» •" lin.e the tun.borin cud triangle Join tiif^ the Cs in tl.e Bafs are plaved anOcf&ve io~,-er.

Having been frequently applied to for the famo'js S c. is-. Air cialled le RanS des VaclieS,
1 shsill presf nt it to r>^ ref>dr-rs as ii itsnds sn Rousifciiu's D:ct:&£iary, and tis it -.vas noted by
cr.c rf ^h--_ gzi-'at'tai Violin Fluyers that «'ver t:rt>*«<id the Aip& ,

'Till Following RanS des \4iclieS is not that v hi^;h Eousseau puiblished in his works, nor that of
-,vhit!i 3rT. de la Borde speaks in his Book upon music: P«;rhaps it is Jcnown to few I

>^ .^1 J3
.^1
J^hJ^ ;3 .^1

J! s>j Si J
J

' r
•

r rrj
u-

J ; i

The writer of the abov< added to it the followingt/VTste .

I have written the musick ^without marking any rhythm or meastire: there are cases in which the melody

ought to be unconfined, in order that it may be completely melody and melody only. Miu&ure would but derange

its effect . These sounds are prolonged in the space through which tlity pa«s^and the time they take to fly from

one mountain to another cannot be determined. It is not rhythm and measured Cadence that will give truth to

the exectction of this pieci • it requires feeling and sentiment.

H|e a bagoipe '
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If this modulation had been pursued, the Song, which is no^v so
perfectly unique, might have become tedious hy prolixity^

-^|e'*The Pebble must be polished witiiCaire -wkich h^pes to be valued for a Diamond.'*
Tromba

m

burns Conquest to be crowrfd, and dare* again the Field

q o I ... . 1 Q

and dare«

WW:
J'

"Kv'n copious, Dryden wanted, or forgot"^

Tht last and greatest art, the art to blotj^

f^'The time and care that art required

-S To overlook and file and poliih well

( Fright Foets from that necessary toil ."



I huvfc Lfcurd thfc abilitits of this Cojupo.'.tr ver/ much under rated by foieigntis,

but hi* true English Fritndi shall raise a 6tatufc to his meaiorj-.
121

Those who wish to excel in the execution of rapid Divisions in Ttiplets, may acquire
a neatness of Articulation by a daily practice of the following

ir
f r I ir f r r 'r r r

'

i

^'
' r i i

sf I

^ ThtatricalMftnager who was present at the first representation of an opera in Paris, sr
tcld me that the major part of the Songs were stolen from the Soldier tired; 1 afterwards i ^

(r"T? in^f i^J'i-^^ i ^-i'- ir i "I'l''"

Aij.Jj.Jiflflrtifl% P'fr i r i fffjflj]iimiJfa.'Ji i .J]f
,
rafi't,

were stole

i
di pie ta pie - -.ta

)btaInt^T^ifihto^ll^^
1

^^^^^ obtaTnt^T^sI^M^^^^^e^^r
triplet«,is lucky if he escapes the name of a plaeiai-y ^^^^^

Â,



122 The common ear wants much education beFore it can understand the sudden transitions tliut are so prtNaltiit

in modern music, which are chiefly effected by the chord of the diminished : but as that chord is so difficult

to transpose, I shall save my youn^ readers some trouble by the following exhibition of it

.

The chord of .the diminished 7 ~ and its derivatives are likewise vejry properly termed Ec^UlVOCal CllOrds^
because they give an ingenious Composer ff.n. opportunity to cheat (j^'^ p leas^ the Ear with a transition
more charming than that which it expected , .

In the followin^Table each equivocal chor«^ makes a oirogression *o four different Keys, and those who
wish to acquire a readiness of playing double flats and ehsrpjr, may find t],i.v Table very useful;

For the sake of simplicity the commonest of all Cadences has been preferred , but ail sorts of passages
may be drawn from the chords, which may conclude with any fash'onable termiaation.

All th(; fJ lit 5, sharps, double flats^ or dotible sharps which are placed before the last chord of a single h.

.t t'lC firit cliord of the following bar , unless they are contradicted; This rule has lately become general.
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Allegretto Semp^^le^atg

+11
Unexpected transitions made by means of the Diminished^ .

For the VIOLONCELLO or VIOLA.

Ai-peggio 'I I
'

^

Forti ss

:

espressivo
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An EXERCISE containing- Alirupt Modulations for the Violin.

Allegro Young Performers are reconHnended to read Pa^elOS before thejr practise this Capxiccio.

j' jifi;°iiTsi'"iiiitit \A W 0^

'Cudcnza a'd lil

Explanation of the Symljols, and Instructions for the manner of fingering- the above.

Where Sic^j^^ Ssmile, Segue or thest marks occut repeat the foregoing pa^&a^e . Play all the

iiot'fcs between the Asteriiro ^ and the Obelis>. 'f* on the half Shift. At the Index place the first finger

on the second string for E flat, and keep that position urtill you are directed by the figures 1 & 2 to change it.

Flay all the notes from alta to io'jo, an octave higher than they are written •

The following ModulatiOH which has a particular £nharnionic change in it, is, for the

Violin oT Tenor,

The Violin player may add these fashionable slides and leaps ,

Remarks on. the above, ^. ^ .

^
a caution the performer perhaps, will not play the C flat, sharp enough Vifcith the 2. finger,
tinn of C sharp. F. natural and C sharp , for D flat , F flat ^nnd A flat, will require tjuali lying ! Tl

should he played as flat as-ieveV the ear will bear it. Enharmonic changes are generally played with fJitWine fingers,
but this is an, exception . At the Index — the 2. finder should be firmly tjiaced on the string for V sharp,
that tlie position may not be altered with the stretch of the other Fin<i,ers . The A in al t i ssimo may have a frioht -
ful_ appearance , but as it is the double octave to the open string, the performer win seldom miss it { and the open
string C will give him an opportunity of taking the half shift for tlie turned shake ,

Gomposers and copiests furnisTi a Theatre with the score find parts of an Opera v^ry exptditlotisly si nf e 'l e
invention of musical short hand, But 1 am afraid that this ingenious method of lessening labour, i.v agreat
to i( petition; for each of these strokes^ has saved me the trouble of writing eight semiquavers.

Without
The STib.stitiiti
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CONCLUSION.

It was my intention to have concluded this volume with illuftrative

examples, cited from the works of our diftinguiflied living compofers

in England ; but the generous reader will perceive that thofe addi-

tions would have fwelled the book to luch a fize that I muft have

fuftained a lofs by an extenfive fale ; I have therefore referved them

for a continuation of the work, which I mean to publifh occafionally

under the title of Univerfal Harmony.

Although it is contrary to my general plan to addrefs any profef-

fional gentleman by name in the Introduction, yet I cannot prevail

with myfelf to write the final word before I have publicly acknow-

ledged the fervices which Dr. Arnold has rendered me by the loan

of his Mufical Type. I likewife lie under particular obligations to

my much-honoured mafter Sir William Parfons (fo do all grateful

Muficians), whofe merit and condu<5l have given a confequence to a

profeffion which it never before experienced, at lead in England ;

for which may he enjoy his exalted fituation as long as I have the

honour to be Mufician in Ordinary to the beft of Monarchs.

FINIS.

4
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